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’Minority hiring discriminatory’

Bunzel raps quota system

Beware: bike thieves come in all shapes and sizes.

Paul Melo

San lose State University Pres. john H. Bunzel
yesterday called the new federal guidelines for
hiring minorities and women in higher education
"a distinct improvement over the first draft." But
he voiced concern about certain "ambiguous and
still unresolved aspects" of the Affirmative Action program as a whole.
Pres. Bunzel made the comments at the 12th
annual meeting of the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities (AASCUI in
Washington, D.C. He took part in a two-hour
panel discussion before several hundred college
and university presidents.
The program, Pres. Bunzel warned. "remains
schizophrenic, promising non-discrimination
and equal opportunity to all in one part and
stepped-up employment to certain selected
groups in another."
The new guidelines were issued by the Office
for Civil Rights, Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. They require colleges
and universities to set either percentages or
numerical goals for hiring women and
minorities.

Pres. Bonze’ noted that one of the important
points about the guidelines is that they shift to
the colleges and universities the burden of
proving they do not discriminate.
Under the new guidelines. Pres. Bunzel said.
campuses are required to make a statistical
analysis of their faculties by race and sex and a
similar analysis of the faculty job market. The
two sets of figures must be compared for the
purpose of locating "deficiencies." he said.
Colleges and universities may be tempted to
convert Affirmative Action into a "covert
numbers or quota game." Pres. Bunzel warned.
The reasons will vary, including misunderstanding, social justice, fear of bad publicty and
fear of losing federal funds, he said.
However, he pointed out, the higher education
community will support the guidelines if they
clearly mean:
Faculty hiring decisions are to be made on
the basis of individual ability and achievement
rather than group identity;
There can be no justice for a group if it re -

Free legal aid for students starts trial period
Free legal aid for students be omes a reality today, according to A.S. Pres, Dennis King.
Announcing the implementation of the legal aid program yesterday. King explained that the first
two weeks will be a sort of trial period to "iron out bugs."
Counselors from the law firm of Butler, Cunningham. Fulton and Taylor won’t be able to handle
litigation, according to King. but will refer students to other agencies.
Cost of the program should not exceed $20,000 for the year, but included in this sum is the cost of a
retainer fee. establishing the law firm as the attorney of record for A.S. government, he said.
King added that the retainer agreement is not yet official, since an agreement has yet to be signed.
He explained that he would work for the establishment of a legal review board consisting of
ww the program, and make
students, administrators, and a representative from the law firm to

recommendations for its continuation.
Due to restrictions in the educational code, the administration will officially provide the legal aid
service, while A.S. government will pay for it, according to King.
He credited A.S. Adviser Louis Barozzi and Robert Marlin, dean of student services with arranging
the administrative end of program.
"The administration to my knowledge is highly supportive of this," Barozzi commented.
"It really benefits the college, the administration for instance." he said.
Barozzi explained that college counselors are often laced with students whose problems have a
legal side to them.
Dean Martin was unavailable for comment

quires injustice toward individuals:
To award a person a faculty position on the
basis of sex or skin color is as discriminatory as
barring a person for consideration solely for
these reasons;
Proportional representation and preferential treatment in hiring are not only not required
but are regarded as unlawful;
A self-respecting college or university
should choose the best qualified person
available for a faculty appointment.

Student fee bill
sent to Reagan
SACRAMENT() (AP)San lose State
University students could have to pay more in
student fees under a bill sent to Gov. Ronald
Reagan yesterday.
Under the bill. by Assemblyman Ken Maddy,
R -Fresno. passed by the Assembly. state college
students could vote to assess themselves up to
$30 annually as opposed to the current $20 lid
imposed upon student fees. SISU students
currently pay a $10 "Student Association" fee
each semester.
Maddy said it would take a "yes" vote by twothirds of the students voting to increase the
amount from $20 to $30.
The Fresno Republican said he had been asked
to introduce the bill by the state college system’s
student body presidents who said they need the
additional funds for services such as child care
centers

Wheelchair student faces ’impossible’
By John Van Gundy
Second of three parts
Attending class on the second floor of campus
buildings is no real problem for the "normal"
student.
But for the wheelchair student, it’s next to impossible to accomplish this feat.
This is just one of the many problems which
the San lose State University wheelchair
student comes to grips with. as I found out
during a temporary three day stint in a
wheelchair.
Certainly, there are access and exit lanes or
ramps into most of the buildings on campus. But
once inside it’s a different story if your class is
on the second floor of the older or even some new
WU two-story buildings.
’Rank discrimination’
This is rank discrimination. For it doesn’t
allow the wheelchair student to enroll in
journalism or several other majors.
Nor doers it allow a student confined to a
wheelchair to make an appointment with anyone
on the second floor of the Administration.
Faculty Office, or the Speech and Drama
buildings.
As the result of my temporary confinement in
the wheelchair, I did find there were elevators in
the Science. Centennial Hall. Engineering, Industrial Studies, Health. Business, Music,
Education, Duncan Hall, and the College Union.
But how about other services, like toilets and
telephones?
While the "normal" student considers going to
the toilet as natural as breathing, for the
wheelchair and paralytic student it’s a different
problem.
No toilets
For instance in the North -Central -South
Library complex, the wheelchair and paralytic
male and female toilets are located on the first
floor. The same situation exists in the Science
and Centennial Hall. In the Industrial Studies
building, a male paralytic toilet is on the first

floornone for the female paralytic student
exists in this building.
In the Art. Business and Health buildings.
paralytic toilets are located on the first and third
floors. In the Student Union, facilities are
located on the second and third levels. In Duncan
Hall facilities are located on third and fifth
floors.
In the Music building there are no toilet
facilities for either female or male wheelchairparalytic students.
To accomodate wheelchair/paralytic students
desiring to make phone calls, there are "accessible" telephones in the Library; first floor of the
Administration building; C.U. and Duncan Hall.
In the buildings where elevators are installed,
I was amazed at the number of students who’d
crowd in front of me and fill up the elevator.
If there was room left I could wheel in. But if
not. I waited for the next elevator.
I’ve seen more consideration for dogs on campus than students exhibit toward the
wheelchair/paralytic student when it comes to
using the elevators.
Russian Roulette
Coming across the San Fernando and Ninth
Street crosswalk in a wheelchair is like playing
Russian Roulette. Drivers would stop for
"normal" students using the crosswalk.
But either due to the low silhouette of the
wheelchair. or that the drivers considered the
wheelchair another vehicle, it was I who stopped
in the crosswalk and let the cars go by.
Kind of scary, to say the least.
Most of us realize that sidewalks and streets
are designed to slope.
With sidewalks, the slant is toward the curb.
The streets have a definite slant from the crown
toward either curb.
I found this a bit disconcerting. On the
sidewalks I found out that if I traveled high and
relaxed my grip I’d be heading toward the curb.
On Ninth and San Fernando streets one
morning, after using the wheelchair ramp exit on

the garage street side, I decided to cut a corner
and not use the other ramp. The first thing I
knew the wheelchair cut to the left and the left
front wheel dropped into a sewer drain.
A young man walking by came over and asked
if he could help. To get the wheel out nf the sewer
drain it was necessary that he tilt the wheelchair
back.
Coming off of Seventh Street, and using one of
the ramps. the slight incline of the ramp took
over. The wheelchair picked up more speed than
I thought it capable.
At the end of the ramp, there was a slight dip in
the asphalt. The foot rests dug in and I was
thrown forward.
’Thrown forward’
As I was thrown forward I instinctively used
my feet, legs and arms to maintain my balance.
I didn’t hit the asphalt, but had I been a true
wheelchair student who didn’t have the use of
his legs, feet and arms the situation could have
been entirely different.
And speaking of ramps which lead into the
buildings, one of the toughest to negotiate is the
one leading into the Journalism Building.
The first time I attempted to negotiate this
particular ramp. I made it about half way up.
paused for a moment and relaxed my grip on the
wheels.
The next thing I knew the wheelchair and I
were heading backwards down the ramp.
Attempts to slow it down were fruitless.
Fortunately, no one was in the way or they’d
been bowled over like a bowling pin.
When the wheelchair came to a stop on the
grass, I rested for a couple of minutes.
It took me six more attempts before I made it to
the door.
Doors I found outespecially the ones on campusall swing the wrong way. The doors also
seem to be made of the heaviest material to come
out of a tree.
No water
Gpiting a drink of water from a fountain for

Wheeling up the wheelchaw ramp outside of the Business Building
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the "normal" student presents no problem. But
for the SISU wheelchair student it’s a frustrating task.
From my wheelchair I attempted loge! a drink
from a fountain. I didn’t get the drink but sure
got my face wet.
Another place of frustration for me was the
library. All books on the third and above shelves
were out of reach.
At this point, my mind rebelled against asking
one of the librarians to reach the book on the fifth
shelf.
Pride and independence I realized is fine for
the "normal" personbut as a temporary
wheelchair/paralytic student, it was necessary
to mask my frustrations and inability to operate
and cope in a "normal" person’s world.
So I asked the librarian to get the book off of
the top shelf.
Another barrier I ran into on the campus was
in the cafeteria. In a wheelchair I couldn’t enter
the area where hot foods are available.
Discriminate against pride
I had to be content with ordering a cold
sandwich and a cup of coffee. Again this to me
smacked of discrimination against the han-

dicapped student who wants a little more than
cold food to eat. but doesn’t feel like always
asking for help.
In retrospect the three days I spent in the
wheelchair on the SiSU campus raised many
thoughts and questions:
"Why doesn’t the A.S. give more money to the
Disabled Students Union to allow the latter
organization to run recreation programs and
other activities for the wheelchair and paralytic
students?
Also. the money could be used to hire "normal"
students to aid the SISU handicapped students
in getting to Classes and as teacher aides.
And where the paralytic student needs help to
get to the second floor classes in buildings
having no elevators. the A.S. funding money
could be used to hire students to carry the handicapped up and down the stairs.
In our supposedly sophisticated and
enlightened society I learned that old taboos and
ideas about disabled persons have been passed
on by the older generation to the younger
generation.
Tomorrow: Services available to handicapped
students.

Well there it was but I couldn t make it in the door
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Picture this:
You’re in your apartment slaving
over an electric stove. You’ve just
brought 32 pints of water to a boil and
you have 32 more to go. Each time you
bring a pint to boil, you switch to a cold
burner and start on the next one.
When you have finished, what have
you accomplished?
Not much, but your stove has used
the same amount of energy, 9,800
British thermal units (11,620 BTU’s

Staff Comments

Student tired of budget meals in dorms
The suggestion box located in the
Dining Commons is supposed to be the
greatest criteria for Frank Latore, food
service manager.
But I would like to make one complaint that could not only be read by
Latore but the other dorm residents
who experienced the cheap prank
recently in the Dining Commons.
During one lunch, the menu said
hamburger steak would be served.
Although it resembled a square hamburger patty, no one was served a hamburger bun with the meal.
Finally, one brave coed asked for a
bun and received it, while others
followed her example. As soon as

by thin It osen berg
enough people inquired, the woman
behind the counter said she was saving
the other buns and refused to give out
any more.
Students this year have been patient
with the choice and quality of food
served at the Dining Commons. But
now, I think this incident is a slap in
the face of dorm residents.
It is evident that the Dining Commons is trying to save money this year
with the absence of steak night.
Or maybe I should say that the dorm
residents have eaten a real steak only
twice this semester. And the first time
it was conveniently given to residents
on Columbus Day when most students

‘Why aren’t you married?’
by ROND Calhoun
Are people merely being insensitive
when they ask "Why aren’t you
married?" Or is this their way of
showing concern?
If you are unable to distinguish
between possible insensitivity and
concern, here are some not -so -stock
answers to what has become a stock
question.
I’m waiting for your ole man to
divorce you. Didn’t you know?
No one will have me.
I’m a Virgo and my boyfriend is a
Leo, so we can’t.
Sick people get married. I’m not sick.
If I can’t have Burt Reynolds...
Do you know any men who like burnt
TV dinners?
My boyfriend has an Oedipus complex.

He’s been married three times and
four is my unlucky number.
He hates my stuffed kangaroo.
Marriage is the opium of the uterus.
I pay his rent: you don’t expect me to
do his laundry, too?
Just lucky, I guess.
You’ve got something against
freedom?
We love each other too much.
I find sex disgusting.
Your brain is rotting.
It’s so much more romantic just to
live together.
As soon as he’s released from San
Quentin...
My dates all seem to prefer wine,
men, and song.
The next time Aunt Harriet asks,
you’ll be ready for her.

were away for the three-day weekend.
For the $585 a semester I pay to live
in the residence halls I have the right to
question whether hamburger or cube
steak is the real thing. At least, a bun
with the Dining Common’s hamburger
steak could temporarily satisfy my
appetite for good food.

equal one kilowatt-hour of electricity)
to produce one 12-ounce soft drink can.
That imposing fact, among others.
was the result of an extensive study by
Bruce M. Hannon. an assistant professor of general engineering at the
University of Illinois, Urbana. Hannon
released his findings in the March 1972
issue of Environment Magazine.
Some other interesting and
revealing points in Hannon’s study
were:
Recycling of non -returnable bottles required 11,000 BTU’s per 12
ounce serving.
Returnable bottles required only
3,600 BTU’s per 12 ounce serving.
The price for non -returnable bottles and cans was 30 per cent higher
than returnables.
Beverage consumption rose 1.6
times from 1958 to 1970, while
beverage container consumption increased 4.2 times.
Although these findings may seem
abstract and insignificant, they translate in easy to understand terms:
higher prices; more roadside trash; and

Orale pues aqui les vengo de nuevo,
pero ahora si que les traigo algo que les
va "tickle your inners" ponganse pero
bien atentos. Esto es verdadero importante, les viene del Project Mara
Research
AsMexican -American
sociation. MARA (Mexican -American
Research Association) is the Chicana
organization at the California
State Prison for Women in Fontera,
California. Students from the pinto
experience class and the Pinto Community Center are working together
to try and raise funds for the Carnalas
in C.I.W. (Calif. Institution for
Women) Frontera, Calif. For their
organization MARA in La Pinta Funds
for necessities like typewriters, books,
pamphlets, pencils and various future
MARA functions. Nobody has really
thought about our carnalas, Las Pintas

hopefully now it will change. Correspondence with una Pinta will be a
donation in "ello mismo." Asi es orate
camaradas let us put a little love in our
hearts and show our carnalas que aqui
nosotros los estudiantes de San Joe U.
have not forgotten them.
Let us help them and show them we
still think of them and that they are not
forgotten. Orale, Orale como se dice
United we Stand and Divided we Fall.
Pero como nostros nunca decimos
"die" you know we are going to go head
on, Right On! Si quieren mas informacion tocante de este asunto
nomas caiganle al carnal Mike Torres
que lo pueden encontrar en el Pinto
Community Center en 1486 Karl St.
aqui mero en San lose, Califas. Do not
delay go today and see, what’s

War protest
Editor:
The anti -war protest movement in
this country may have lost a
"skirmish" with the defeat of Sen.
George McGovern, but the confrontation with those who practice
policies of sabotage and genocidal
murder will not end!
"Loyal opposition," in this case, can
at its best be a poor hypocritical compromise which those of us who have
supported McGovern and the ideals
for which he stands cannot and will
not accept.
The movement will go on! Let us only
hope that our frustrations do not lead
us to another disaster like "Kent
State."
Steve Sailer
Dave Pacheco

loosely worded tax exemption bill for
pollution control facilities.
McCloskey isn’t "right on" with the
way dorm students on campus or the
people of the state on those two issues.
"Right to privacy" was endoresed by
the people and tax exemptions for big
business was defeated soundly.
I applaud McCloskey tor his stand
against the President but looking a little deeper reveals, to me at least,
another man. I hope that he will realize
in his new term that he is no longer
serving just the rich people of San
Mateo and Portola Valley and will
reflect the views of his less affluent
constituents.
Alan Middleton
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A representative for Coca-Cola, a
company that has produced many nodeposit bottles and cans, was a bit
more straight forward when questioned about its new 32-ounce
returnable. He said, "That’s what the
public is demanding, so we’re
delighted to do it."

Por Jaime Quijas

McCloskey not ‘Right On’
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When contacted about their sudden
change in policy, an advertising
representative at Pepsi ("you buy the
Pepsi, not the bottle") said the company has only introduced a new twist
top to their bottle. He contended their
sales are and always have been approximately 70-80 per cent returnable
bottles.
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Editor:
I must voice my disapproval of the
way in which the Daily staff along
with the "liberal" element of the
population plays Pete McCloskey to be
such a "right on" for the people guy.
(Daily, Friday, Nov. 10 Editorial Page)
It was McCloskey, who, in early 1968
said he would vote for a declaration
of war against North Korea over the
Pueblo seizure. "The threat of force is
the only thing they (the N. Koreans)
will understand." The reason for such
a stand, he explained at his recentcampus appearance, was to get the
prisoners back. That sounds awfully
similar to Nixon’s rationale for
resuming the bombing of North Vietnam. (Kill for Peace)
The political hay that McCloskey
made at his victory celebration when
he announced that he was resigning
from the Marine Corps Reserves
should he considered only in light of
the court ruling in 1971 that members
of Congress who were in the military
were serving conflicting interests.
On two initiatives on the ballot
McCloskey differed with his opponent. One was the "right of privacy"
which McCloskey opposed. The other
was his support of Proposition 8, a

by Mark Busemann
the decline of our most precious
resource, energy.
But, hark, all is not lost.
Pepsi-Cola and Coca-Cola have reintroduced
the returnable
bottle,
although both deny it. Both have
launched massive radio, television and
billboard advertising campaigns announcing their larger returnables with
a twist cap.

"A

bird in the hand is worth Thieu in the bush, I always say...!"

happening who knows they just might
be able to use your assistance. Aunque
a estorbar vayan, pero vayan so right,
so right!
Cambiando el "tempo" un poco, a
algo no tan "eye catching" pero con
suficiente importancia. Esto es para
aquellos batos que le van a entrar a la
profesion de maestros de escuela
secundaria. Alla en Palo Alto esta la
escuela que se llama Stanford. Aqui
tienen un programa que se llama
Secondary
Teacher
Education
Program. CI mas bien conocido como
STEP Program. Si hay alguien que este
interesado escriban a esta diriccion
Stanford University School of
Education,
Stanford,
California.
94305. Este progama esta abierto para
todos los minorities y para las "chicks"
tambien asi dice en el poster que me encontre. El deadline para entregar sus
aplicaciones es el 15 de March. La
fecha pra entregar la aplicaciones de
financial aid es un poco mas tarde el
dia 15 de enero.
Estaba leyendo en el papel acarcede
el Community Forum parece que
empezo en el "right foot" como se
esperaba, pues nachos machos. Asi es
que no se aguiten and go head with
your abilities to express yourselves.
This page. is only coming out on
Thursdays but if more articles are submitted maybe with un escvante de
presion a los que controlan y aver si
capean con mas lugar. Otra cosa que se
entremete son esos advertisements
nomas fi jense ustedes si no estuvieran
esos alli hubiera mas lugar para escibir
no, think about it. Pero, poco a poco y
veremos que con pacencia se hace las
cosas.
Hey where were you batos cuando se
apagaron las luces wow, no lo van a
creer pero the lights went out man and
it was kind of a drag porque estaba yo
todo prendido w3chando a las
peliculas espantosas and wouldn’t you
know it las luces se apagaron. Asi es
que me acoste todo aguitado y sin
sueno porque se que iban a estar a toda
madre. Nomas que tu sabes cuando
esta lloviendo y no puedes ir "crusing"
en tu low rider porque no se ye nada en
la Iluvia, pues ni modo mas de pegarle
al "boob tube."
Este fue su mod mannered repotero
diciendoles que se porten bien y ay los
wacho haste las otras, y parece que va
a seguir lloviendo aver si esto rebaja
un poco el olor del ambiente que sigue
aqui con nostros. Quien sabeIll

Letters to the Editor

Media pierces

Movie says ‘Gay is Bad’

anti-war effort

Editor:
While the ABC Movie of the Week,
"That Certain Summer," was perhaps
the first movie on television ’to depict
the gay life-style as something other
than a "well of loneliness" or frantic
hunting for sex, it certainly wasn’t that
radical. I doubt if that many cliches
were destroyed, or if that many people
had to do serious thinking about the
subject.
The two lovers shown in the film
while perhaps being the norm in the
gay sub -culture certainly weren’t
living the way they truly would have
wanted to. The father was his own
enemy. Confessing his
worst
homosexuality to his son, he said that
he’d be heterosexual if he could, but he
can’t, and that he had a terribly difficult time accepting his sexual orientation.
The only physical affection shown
between the two lovers was an arm
loosely draped over the other’s

shoulder. The father flipped when he
saw two men brazenly holding hands
for two whole seconds in the Japanese
Tea Garden in Golden Gate Park. I’m
still shuddering over that scene
myself!
If I had been 10 years old, I wouldn’t
have understood what was going on.
For those that did understand what
was going on, the movie’s message was
clearly "Gay is Bad!" The word
"homosexual" itself was used only
onceperhaps because it was considered as daring a word for 1972 as
was the line "Frankly. Scarlett, honey,
I don’t give a damn!" in 1939.
The unhappy ending of the film
made all too clear the true problem:
society’s intolerance of radically
different life-styles. Unintentionally,
the movie, "That Certain Summer,"
was the best argument for Gay
Liberation I’ve seen yet in the mass
media of this country.
Eugene Maragoni

Editor:
As the national elections drew
closer, every newspaper in the country
ran headlines proclaiming the end of
the Vietnam conflict. The Spartan
Daily was no exception.
The sensationalizing of the Nixon
move literally tore the guts out of
McGovern campaign. It is doubtful
that the Senator could have won, but
perhaps it would not have been such a
slaughter if the press was more responsible.
The media is at fault. They should
have taken the whole fairy story with a
ton of salt. Even when the North Viets
asked for a Oct. 31 truce, Kissinger
demanded ludicrous terms and there
was unprecedented bombing.
"Never tell little lies, mi’boy," my old
PR boss used to say, "you’ll always get
caught. Tell the Big Lie. Once people
believe in it it becomes a BIG BELIEF
and they’ll never let go."
Druce Britton
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News Review
By Cathy ’Tally’s
compiled from the Associated Press

Smith innocent of fragging
Ft. ORM Calif.-Pvt. Billy Dean Smith was found innocent
yesterday of the "(ragging" deaths of two Army officers at Bien
Hoa Army base in Vietnam in 1971.
However, the jury of seven Army officers found Smith guilty
of assaulting a military policeman who arrested him less than
two hours after the "(ragging" grenade explosion that killed two
Army lieutenants and wounded another.
’The trial of the 24-year-old Black soldier was the first "fragging" court martial conducted in the U.S.
The jury found Smith innocent of six counts, including two
charges of murder and two assault charges. He pleaded innocent
to all charges.
The assault charge conviction carries a maximum penalty of
one year at hard labor, dishonorable discharge. forfeiture of all
pay and allowances and reduction to lowest enlisted rank.

’BART shouldn’t be extended’

SACRAMENTO-Passenitei serviLe on the $1.49 billion Bay
Area Rapid Transit System should not be extended to San Francisco or Concord with its present manual operation of trains.
Legislative Analyst A. Alan Post said yesterday.
Post said the present facilities for manual operation of trains on
BART’s Fremont -Oakland run is not even as good as longtime
conventional railway lines because BART made no provision for
conventional railroad block signals as a backup to its computerized system.

Features handmade items
Students refused
conviction review SCIP prepares Faire

The 11.5. Supreme Court has
rejected a petition to review
the convictions of two San
lose State I Iniversity students
arrested in a May 1971
demonstration against the
Vietnam War.
Santa Clara County
Superior Court lustice Peter
Anello said he received a
memo on Monday which said
no "federal question" was involved in the conviction.
Lance lobson and Ronald
Jack were convicted of disturbing the peace at the SISU
campus as well as assault,
battery, and resisting
by a jury in Municipal Court
following a five day trial.
They appealed to the
Appellate Division of the

Superior Court and the CUD
viction was sustained. said
Judge Anello.
lobson and lack were
arrested by Campus Security
on May 5. 1971 for staging a
demonstration against South
Vietnamese official Nguyen
Moan who was speaking in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
lobson. chairman of the
Students for a Democratic
Society, had been suspended
from the campus for an earlier
disturbance.
Municipal fudge Gerard
Kettmann sentenced both men
to one-year terms in the
County fail, with a six-month
suspension and placed each
defendant on three years
probation.

Gearing up Iv their third
annual Fantasy Faire. the
Student Community Involvement Program ISCIP I
will be screening arts and
crafts in the College Union
Umunhum room this Tuesday.
The Faire consists of a flood
of items ranging from candles
to clothing. displayed and sold
by individual artists at the
College Union two weeks
before Christmas vacation.
SCIP’s director, Carl Foster.
said that both students and
non-students who would like
their work reviewed for possible entry to the Faire must.
first fill out a registration
blank, available at the C.U. In -

Constellation skipper removal?
SAN DIEGO-Crewmen who stayed aboard the aircraft
carrier Constellation said yesterday Capt. I.D. Ward, the skipper,
"is going to be relieved of his command" because of a shipboard
incident involving 130 men.
Last month a race riot at sea involved more than 100 sailors, 48
of whom were injured. After the incident 123 sailors were reassigned to shore duty. Nearly 1.000 crewmen signed a petition
expressing confidence in Capt. Ward and said he acted to avoid
sabotage.
Yesterday Capt. Ward said apparent sabotage attempts had
taken place on the supercarrier before he put off the complaining
men.

Pittsburg teacher dispute settled
PITTSBURG, Calif. -Teachers who struck the 10 schools in
the Pittsburg Unified School District announced yesterday they
had settled their dispute and would return to classes yesterday
afternoon.
About 300 of the districts teachers were out on strike.
Teachers will have pay cuts of 2.5 to 6 per cent restored
retroactive to last July 1, spokesman lose Colmenares said. The
board also agreed to a demand that teachers be given a say in
educational priorities.

No end in sight in bake strike
LOS ANGELES-A strike-lockout throttled much of the
West’s bakery industry yesterday with both sides reporting no
progress toward settlement of the strike is in sight.
The dispute hinges on the issue of whether to gri nt two
consecutive days off to workers.

Students’ day off to demonstrate
OAKLAND-The Oakland Board of Education has declared
next Monday a school holiday to allow students and teachers to
demonstrate in Sacramento for increased urban education funds.

State internships available
The Population Institute, a
non-profit organization in
Washington, D.C., is planning

to sponsor a number of
students who wish to work at
their colleges as interns with
state legislators.
The students will investigate population-related issues in state government
during the winter and spring
period of 1973.
For further information and
applications, which must be
turned in by Nov. 30, write:
The Population Institute.
Intern Program. 100 Maryland
Ave.. N.E., Washington, D.0
20002.

Demonstration
planned for
Soviet Jews

HAWAII
THAnKSGIVInG
BREAK.
CHARTER
$169.
Plus $6.08 Tax
You Get: A round trip
flight (PAN AM)/ Four
nights lodging at the
Reel Towers Hotel/
Round trip transfers from
hotel to SJSU-HAWAII
football game/And a lei.
Make your reservations
at our office downstairs
in the student union or
by calling 287-2070. We
are now accepting
Christmas charter
reservations to other
far away places like New
York and Europe, too

SPARTAil
TRAVEL
MART.
DOWnSTAIRS
in THE
STUDEFIT

union.

Students from San lose
State University are going to
Palo Alto tonight to
demonstrate on behalf of
Soviet Jewry, according to a
spokesman for the campus
Jewish organization. Hillel.
The demonstration will be
directed against the Soviet
Consul -General who will be
speaking at the Palo Alto Community Center.
Dr. Robert Levinson,
counselor of the Hillel Foundation said the demonstration
is necessary to "show unity
with oppressed Soviet Jews.’
He claimed that a newly instituted "head tax" on Jews
who want to emigrate make it
"nearly impossible" for them
to leave the Soviet Union.
Demonstrators will meet at
the Jewish Students Center at
8:30. The center is located at
441 S. tOth St. More information may be obtained by
railing 293-4188.

David Adams.

Changing ’figures’

Metrics

By Shirley-Anne Owden
First of two parts
There’ll be no more -36-2436" figures left in the United
States in 10 years.
Instead, if a proposed
changeover to the metric
system of measurements occurs as scheduled, women
with a "perfect" figure will
have shapely "914-810-914"
(millimeter) statistics.
Not only that, but there’ll be
no more 50-yard lines, no more
yardsticks and no more
gallons of gas.
Rather, good seats at the
football game will be on the
45.72 meter line, yardsticks
will be metersticks and gas
attendants will ask, "How
many liters, fella?"
One’s height may be hard to
get adjusted to. If you’re used
to being 8-feet tall, it may be
humiliating to reduce oneself
to a quick 1.63 meters.
Songs such as "5-foot’2.
Eves of Blue" won’t have much
meaning anymore. (Die-hard
metric adherents might point
out, though, that the lyrics
could be switched to "1.58.
Eyes of State."
That old favorite. "I love
you, a bushel and a peck"
would definitely be outdated
to exclaim simply, "I love you.
44.0479 literal"
Pints, quarts. pecks and
bushels are all converted
conveniently, if not romantically, to liters in the metric
system.
Since a liter is ap-

meters

proximately a quart lthere ore
.9463 liters in a quart and
3.7853 liters in a gallon) we’ll
be buying one liter and approximately two-liter cartons
of milk.
Question: Would low fat
milk be called Lo-Lita milk in
the future?
In any case, there would be
some changes Congress hasn’t
bargained for, some of our
oldest adages would sound a
bit different under the Metric
System.
"An ounce or prevention is
worth a pound of cure" would
be. "31.1035 grams of prevention are worth .37324
kilograms of cure."
And "Give ’em an inch,
they’ll take a mile," would
become a nifty, "Give ’em 2.54
centimeters and they’ll take
1.8093 kilometers.

Though Benson and Hedges is
way ahead of the game with
their "silly millimeter longer"
cigarettes. the R.I. Reynold’s
TobaccoCompany would have
as walking a kilometer for a
Camel.
If that’s not bad enough, The
Byrds would be 12.872
kilometers high instead of
their traditional eight miles.
Finally, today’s cookbooks
will be collector’s items in 10
years. Cups, teaspoons and
tablespoons are based on the
"old" tables of weights and

Women needed

University ot
Hastings College of the Law,
has reported a need for women
applicants for the entering
class of fall. 1973.

Interested women are urged
to take the December LSAT
(Law School Aptitude Test)
and apply to Hastings
Applications
immediately.

may be obtained by %,x riling to
Hastings College of the Law,
198 McAllister Street, San
Francisco, Calif. 94102.
Questions or special considerations
pertaining to
women in law school may he
answered by writing to Hastings Women’s Union, 55 Hyde
St., San Francisco, Calif.
94102.

THE WESTERN STATES
LSAT STUDY & PREPARATION SEMINAR
(Law School Admission Test)
A seminar designed to equip the serious LSAT candidate with an understanding of the-.
LSAT and the skills and techniques necessary to realize his maximum score.
A thorough study of:
TEST ANALYSIS: Question types, skills tested, task analysis, scoring. etc.
TEST TAKING TECHNIQUES: Role of Guessing and Limiting Alternatives,
Common Mistakes, Sequential and Hierarchical Answering, Response
Biases, Question Analysis, Irrelevant Distractors. Time Scheduling, etc.
TEST TAKING PRACTICE! LSAT type tests administered under exam conditions, computer grading, returned scores, instruction review, etc.
Seminar instructors are R. J. Shavelson, Ph.D. School of Education, Stanford University
W. J. Meredith, Ph.D. Department of Psychology, University of California, Berkeley.
PLACES AND TIMES: New York: Oct. 14-15, Dec. 9-10, Feb. 3-4: NYU Law School, Tishman Auditorium. Los Angeles: Nov. 18-19, Jan. 20-21; Embassy Convention Hall, 843 South
Grand. San Francisco: Dec. 2-3, Jan. 27-28: University of San Francisco, Loyola Aud.
Organized and administered by I. W. New, J.D. The University of California, Hastings Col.
loge of Law; M. J. Nelson, J.O. The University of Minnesota Law School; and K. E. Hobbs.
L.L.B. The Harvard Law School.
TUITION
$8500 Applicants should send tuition with seminar selected to Ti,. Registrar. THE WESTERN
STATES LSAT STUDY AND PREPARATION SEMINAR, Suite 600.
Telephone 415-390 leOR Enrollment Itnnted Inmate available

445 California 81., San Francisco. Ca 94104,

Probably. milliliters would
become the new cooking
measurement. So, you’d
borrow about 400 milliliters of
sugar from a neighbor instead
of a cup.
Though you may not want
to touch the metric system
with a 10-meter pole. signs of
its inevitable comjng are all
around us. SeveraPindustries.
including the pharmaceutical
and motion picture industries
already employ it, and in
grocery stores, cans on the
shelves are labled in both
systems.
The Senate passed a bill in
August planning for
conversion to the system in
about 10 years. It only waits
approval by the House to add
the United Slates to the worldwide list of countries using the
system.
According to the former
director of the three-year U.S.
metric study that preceded
Senate action. Dr. Daniel
DeSimone, "The U.S. stands as
the only major industrial
power not committed to the
metric system."
"Conversion to the system
would simplify and econtrade with other
omize
nations," he said.
Bonehead
Tomorrow:
metrics for, how to meter the
stem half way.)

formation Booth. Three to t ive
samples of the artist’s work
should then be tagged with
name. address, phone, type of
merchandise. and left at the
tImunhum Room between 9
and 11:30 a.m.
The crafts will be evaluated
by a staff of artists selected by
John Carr. program director of
the C.U. gallery, and returned
to the artists by 3 p.m.
This year’s Faire will stress
quality, variety, anti
originality more than ever.
and Foster emphasized that all
merchandise must be "strictly
hand crafted or hand -made."
He estimated 50 to 75 tables
will be available, and as in
previous Faires will occupy
every level of the College
Union with an array of items.
practical, beautiful, and even
edible.
Artists hawk their own
wares for whatever they can
get and reimburse SCIP with
15 per cent of their sales for
use of an area. Space for the
event is rented from the
College Union at a rate of $1
per table per day, and SCIP
gambles that the artists will
sell enough to make the
investment and efforts of middleman worthwhile.
In addition to crafts SCIP is
looking for groups or individuals to provide music for
the Faire. Anyone interested
should leave his name and
phone number, along with the
type of music played. at the
College Union Program Office.
SCIP will call these people.
The purpose of the Fantasy
Faire, according to Foster, is to
help fund the SCIP sponsored
Child Care Center and recently
created Board and Care project. All proceeds from this
year’s event, he said, "will go
into a trust account for them,
75 and 25 per cent respectively. Last year," he added.
"we cleared about $500."
Included in the type of
merchandise SCIP is looking
for are: jewelry, linens.
drawings, metalwork, candles. leathercraft. weaving.

Alumni give
seven $100
scholarships
Alumni Association award
scholarships. amounting to
8100 each, have been awarded
to seven San lose State
University students, according to Mike Neufeld. A.A.
director.
the
of
Recipients
scholarship awards are Leala
Jew. Physical Education major who is active in the SISU
Psychological Counseling
Center; Elizabeth Vasquez, H
senior geography major with a
3.5 garde point average:
Wayne Morris, an industrial
and systems engineering
senior and editor of Rule
Magazine: and management
major. senior, Mark Caro who
has a 3.5 CPA.
Other recipients were senior
Michelle Calbreath. speech
pathology major; Armando
Flores, political science major
and A.S. Council upper
division representative; and
James Cupp. natural science
major who has a 4.0 CPA.
The scholarships were
underwritten by the Association’s Fund for
Excellence in Education.
"This funding program
evolved among alumni leaders
and friends of the college for
the purpose of providing SISU
with the extras needed for
excellence in education,"
Neufeld said.

looktni gipnis
elrelettreD 14 and
For further information call
2:30 p.m. 277-3318.
ip**************trenter***********sse*
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ARE YOU MARRIED???

* For approx. $100.00 a month. you are
* eligible to buy a 2-3 I3drm. Townhouse *
under the Federal 235 Plan. The gov’t will I
pay half of your mortgage (never a pay
* back). For information contact...
Matte... 926-9013 (after 6 p.m.)
B. Davis... 259-8356 (after 6 p.m.) **1
*
New College Community Control Service
irs-***-tav vs* ASS 4L1141364446.**164441.441**
*Jose

; Roi

Ong Yam

Pipe Headquarters
Featuring Name Brand Pipes

Europe ’259., Chicago ’139.
and New York 969.
No additional costs. Complete price including round trip charter flights from here
to there and back. Spend seventeen days
of Christmas in another part of the world
For more information and reservations call
John 287-8301 or stop by 235 East Santa
Clara. Suite 710, San OS%
Student
AO
Jose. A student owned Ek.
Rkt5.411 I
Services
and operated service.
West, Inc
Have a good Christmas
Special Note’ All charter flight prices are has( d on
a pro -rata share of the total flight cost and ferrying
charges at 100, occupancy All fares include U S
Federal tax and departure lase. where applicable
and administrative tees All prices art subiect to an
increase or decrease depondino on the actual number of pasiengers on each individual flight Available
only to CSC students faculty stall and ’amities

15 O. to $4.95

3,000 Pipes

Cigarette Tobacco
3 castles-Perle Shag-McDonalda
COME IN AND PICK UP YOUR
FREE 24 PAGE PIPE CATALOGUE
45 N 15t Street - Hours M -S 8:30- 6 PM

VOLKSWAGEN
SPICIAL
1. Tune-up
2. Adjust valves
3. Check compression
4. Adjust carburetor
5. Set timing
6. Change oil
7. Lubrication

SKI
SPECIAL
All For

8. 4 new spark plugs
9. 3 quarts of oil
10. New points

125.00

.1. Adjust brakes

12 Check transmission
fluid -add
with this ad
13. Check brake fluid -add
(Good until)
14. Check battery fluid -add
Dec. 31
also specialize

VW work

Official lamp

Motor Overhaul
Transmission
Brakes

adi station

110

111111111
Sot. by Appt.
HOURS. Mon.- Fri. 7:30-5

SPARTAN MOBIL
IMPORTED CAR SERVICE
(Next to Swears Fish &Chinni
294-1562
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On Campus.
Abortion talk at Health Center
Campus abortion counselors Mrs. Ida Brandon and Mrs.
Orono Quadros will discuss abortion at the Birth Control Center
volunteer meeting today from 3 to 5 p.m. and Thursday from 7 to
9 p.m.
The talk is open to the public, and will be held in Room 207 of
the Health Center, located at Ninth anti -,an Carlos streets.

Bob Wilkins resurrects the ’classics’

TV horror host lacks bite

UCLA graduate program talk
Charles I H1PZ. a graduate student at the University of
California in Los Angeles, will speak in the C.C. Diablo room
today from 9-1 p.m on the Graduate Advancement Program of
UCLA. He will also speak in the Costanoan room from 1-5 p.m.
The purpose of the visit is to recruit Chicano and Black
students in the Graduate Advancement Fellowship Program at
UCLA.

Sorority holds ’Coffee Hour’
A coffee hour for prospective members of Pi Lambda Theta,
national honor and professional association for women in
education, will be held today at 3:30 p.m. in the C.U. Guadalupe
Room.
Everybody is invited according to Juanita Oliver. president. A
woman with an overall grade point average of 3.0
(undergraduate) and 3.5 ’graduate) is eligible.
Marilyn Dobson, national vice president, and Dr. Clay Andrews. chairman at the Elementary Education Department will
speak.

Dance troupe hosts workshop
The Innter City Repertory Dance Company will host a free
dance workshop this morning at 10:30 in the C.U. ballroom, and
later will present a master’s class at 3:30.
The multi -racial dance troupe, under the direction of Donald
McKayle, was formed in 1971 by the Los Angeles Inner City
Cultural Center.
It is the first major center for the performing arts located in the
heart of a minority community.
The dance company will perform such works as "Rainbow
Round My Shoulder." the story of chain gang men and their common dream for freedom and "Dreams." which portrays ghetto
children, in their 8 p.m. performance tomorrow in Morris Dailey.
Admission for that showing is $1 for students and $3 general.
Friday the dance company will present another free lecture
and demonstration "Related to the Black Experience," at 10:30
a.m. in the C.U. ballroom.
"X" rated,
Aninsted!
At 730 & loin

Marketing
interviews

"Get to Know
Your Rabbit"

NICIELODEON

LINCOLN & Cl CAR STS.
SANTA CRUZ 425-7500

Have
a
Levi’s
fit.
At the Gap.
Flip over the West s
greatest selection of
Levi’s’. Levi’sthat’s all
we carry. From Levi’s for
Gals’. To Levi’s Sta-Prest
slacks. You’ll go nuts

(t)’117"\t:\

11-))

9aRriAro
Eastridge Mall
3rd Level M-F 930-9:30
Sat 9.30-6 Sun 12-5

Marketing and management
career employment interviews
are still available, according to
San lose State University
Placement Center advisor
Mrs. Kelly McGinnis.
Of the 37 original
interviewing institutions two
cancelled because they had no
jobs to offer, three cancelled
because of insufficient signups. three have full interview
schedules, while the
remaining 29 still have open
interview slots.
While openings last,
graduating seniors in all majors may sign up in Bldg. Q.
Room 3, for these interviews,
which will continue through
Nov. 22.

KSJS
90.7
5-7 p.m.:
Pete Lasich plays rock
5:25-5:30 p.m.:
Woman’s Center
5:30-5:35 p.m.:
SpecSpartan
trumCampus News
7-7:25 p.m.:
Dick Rossi lazz Special
7:25-7:30 p.m.:
Public News
7:30-7:45 p.m.:
Public Forum
7:45-8 p.m.:
Water Polo Report
11-9 p.m.:
Public Forum
9-9:10 p.m.:
Public News
9:10-11 p.m.:
Fred Stoecke plays rock
10-10:10 p.m.:
The Fourth Tower of
Inverness

/1-/4033Mlor Sr,
st!

Phil Gould

Bob Wilkins attacked by Howard Hopkirk.

By Bruce lemon
"Creature Features’ "
featured creature has no obvious fangs, scales, death ray
or occult powers. Host of the
weekend night television
horror show. Bob Wilkino
looks more like an Aryanized
Woody Allen.
The masterfully mildmannered Wilkins is the lowkeyed love of many who lacks
date or money or simply good
taste on a Saturday night.
"Kids enjoy the show,"
Wilkins commented on his
often dreary diet of low -rated
movies, "and so do people who
find a nostalgic value,
especially in the old Universal
films. Even the worse movies
can be enjoyed for -"
Wilkins hesitated and
seemed to wince as he continued, "for their music. Or the
humor that you can find in
them."
Inherent Weakness
The KTVU (Channel Two)
personality compensates for
"Creature Features’ "inherent
amateur
weakness with
commercials, films and guests.
He often resurrects such classic horror films as
"Frankenstein." "The
Werewolf’ and "The Mummy."

1.------ worker
ILong-time
well remembered
By Angel Campos
Last week San lose State
University lost not only an
employee but a good friend.
Carlos Bustos. 54, a building
maintenance man, died of a
heart attack in his sleep about
6 a.m. Nov. B. Bustos had been
visiting relatives in Glendora
in Southern California.
Carlos had taken a day off,
Monday, and was due back to
His
Tuesday.
work
department was notified of his
death by phone.
"Carlos" as he was called,
was a rather short, heavy -set
man who wore a hat most of
the time; and a smile.
Since his main job was
replacing florescent light
fixtures, it was in this way
that he was acquainted with
many people on campus.
As his co-workers and
supervisors remember him he
was always quite a character
and a well-liked employee.
Lee Hughbanks, chief
engineer II put it, "He was the
kind of employee you would
like to have but very seldom
ever gethe was also quite a
gentleman."
About a year ago. Carlos
suffered a heart attack which

almost totally immobilized
him. He couldn’t talk, but he
recovered. and returned to
work.
He tried to cheer and encourage others who had
suffered strokes.
When someone died or got
sick on the campus staff, it
was Carlos who got up collections for them, according to his
co-workers and friends.
"If you were sick in the hospital and needed a pair of crutches he would get a pair of
crutches
someplace.’
commented Harold Mosher.
one of Bustos’ supervisors.
"He was a good will ambassador and he didn’t mind
doing things for other people
on his own time," added
Hughbanks.
After learning of his death.
some hundred persons. went
to his department office to
make donations in Bustos’
name.
A total of $250 was wired to
his wife. The donations came
mostly from fellow employees
from all over campus.
Bustos lived at 47 S.
Claremont Ave.. and had lived
in the San lose area for 13
years.

spa.z.tagiguido3
TODAY
CIRCLE K, 1,-30 p.m. in the C.13 Cnstannan Room,
SKI CLUB, 7:30 p.m. in WPE 252. Dry
professional ski
land ski school instructor will demonstrate basic essential. of skiing.
SEMINAR ON NONVIOLENCE, 7 pat
f onah’s Wail. "What Shall We Do Now
for Peace?"
COSEC SPECIAL EVENT, 730 p.m. t5
WC101. "Feast and Fling." A night of
international dessert., dances end
mime, Free. Open to everyone.
8.A.M. 7 &m. In the C.U. Pacifica Room.
Hnh Sorenson. from the County Ad.
rninint rei inn Of lice. will speak on county
administration.
PI SIGMA ALPHA, 1:30 p.m. in the C.U.
Almnilen Room. Dr. Alden Voth, of the
Political Science Department, will .peek
nn -The Morel Dimension in
International Relations."
SIERRA CLUB, II p.m. in the C.U.
Almaden Room. Meeting 10 make Plans
of the Thankngi vine heck pack trip [Nov.
23-26) Everyone in welcome.
FACULTY BOOK TALK. IZ:30 p.m. in
calmer.. A On. George Crant. English.
will Marvel Solniteniteyn’s The Anoint
of 1014’
CITY 1311’NCII. MEETING. 7.30 &m. in

the C.I I. Bedroom. The San lose City
Council will meet with people from the
campus community.
WEDNESDAY CINEMA, lames Earl
loses in "The End of the Road." Rated X.
for all you horny people. In Morris
Dailey auditorium at 3:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Admission 35 cents in the afternoon and
50 cents in the evening.
SPARTAN SPEARS, 4:30 p.m. in the
Cll. Pacheco Roos,.
LET A SMILE BE YOUR UMBRELLA.
Ha! In this weather?
TOMORROW
FUTURE DIRT RIDER’S CLUJ, 12 p.m.
in I.S. 113. Anyone who rides dirt bike.
or would like to get Information
concerning the sport. come to the
meeting.
FILIPINO-AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION, 730 p.m. in the CU. Costanotin Room A.
RADICAL STUDENT UNION, 12 p.m. In
the C 1. Giuliano. Room.
FRENCH CLUB, 7 p.m. at Nick’s Plate,
8th and Santa Clara streets.
WOMEN’S CENTER, 5 p.m et the
Wninen’n Center on 11111 St. Beginning
Komi/dint Yoga class.
JESUS PEOPLE FELLOWSHIP, 11 aan
in the Cempon Charm!

WED NOV 15 SWIFTY TALOOSE
THUR NOV 16. MERRY CLAYTON
FRI NOV 17
DAILY BRED
SAT

NOV 18

SUN

NOV 19

DAILY BRED
BLACKJACK

30 SO. CENTRAL CAMPBELL
374-4000
NO COVER SUN -WED

This face can
give you
a lift.
EDELL/244-6671
ABARBARA
Need a lift") PSA makes it
easy with over 160 daily flights
connecting Northern and
Southern California. Your PSA
campus rep makes it even
, .,:-.1nr nnl toperhpr

PSA gives you a Oft.

Burl LinCaster

"ULZANZ’S RAID"
HItChCock’a

"FRENZY"
-LAWMAN"

TROPICAIRE I
from the author of "psycho"

"ASYLUM"
"HONEYMOON KILLER"
"BLOODY MAMA"

TROPICAIRE II
7th SUPER week

"SUPER FLY"
"WATERMELON MAN"
"PRIME CUT"

BAYSHORE
Michael Pollard

-DIRTY LITTLE BILLY"
"BUCK & THE
CREATURE"
"SHALAKO"

Vaame

Art Supplies, Books &
Teaching Aids

Carlos Bustos, former maintenance man

Borel Ridge instructor offers
conditioning for student skiers
are quick and precise so that
his skis appear to float over
the snow.
A skier’s physical condition

El RANCHO DRIVE IN

Nimble feet, strong lungs
and lots of effort will enable
someone to win a free
Thanksgiving turkey.
Alpha Phi Omega. men’s
service fraternity, is holding
its annual Thanksgiving
turkey trot on Tuesday, Nov.
21. at 3:30 p.m.
Competition in the handicap
race is free and open to all San
lose State University
students.
Sign-ups are being taken
this week in the Office of
Student Activities and Intramurals in the College
Union.

4

A soft white blanket covers
the mountain. The skier
prepares to descend upon the
deep powder. His movements

dripping blood. They also gave
him a time-slot competing
with another local station’s
horror show.
Named "Asmodeus," the
other show’s host depicted a
suave bearded baron in
smoking jacket. Wilkins
technique is subdued, a la suit
and tie. He strangely looks like
a business major.
"I jokingly gave Asmodeus
six weeks to last," Wilkins
said. "and not only his show
but the whole station went
down under and off the air."
Selling Cars
Amid clouds of cigar smoke,
Wilkins added, "Right now I
believe he’s selling used cars
in Vallejo.
"I made a great deal of effort
to have Asmodeua on the
show. Then I found out he was
trying to get my job," Wilkins
said, repressing what could
have been a smile.
"When the show began,"
Wilkins mentioned. "I was told
to play down the show
because of the ’more sophisticated audience.’ But they’re
just as dumb here as any place
else."
Besides hosting the only
prim,,-time horror show.
Wilkins doubles as KTVU’s
Ten O’Clock Evening News
weatherman and works with a
San Francisco ad agency. He is
also writing a book entitled
"The Day King Kong Was
Shot."
"It’s about what a raw deal
begot," Wilkins said.

town, Wilkins said he had "the
just average" interest in horror
films as a child. With no
interests in entertainment,
drama, television, or movies,
Wilkins drifted into writing
ads for a Chicago agency.
Commercial Writer
"I was writing radio
commercials for Budweiser
Beer without having ever
tasted the stuff," Wilkins said.
A friend in Sacrarminto invited him to California. In
1963 Wilkins packed up his
pencils and business
sheepskin and drove out west.
"I laid around for six to
seven weeks," said Wilkins,
"doing nothing at all except for
having some vague plans
about San Francisco."
Someone at a party told
Wilkins about a job possibility
at a Sacramento television
station. He followed it up and
became a "creative writer of
TV ads" for KCRA (Channel
Three). He worked his way up
to "creative director and office
wag" and was hosting a late
night horror show "as a hobby."
After five years with KCRA.
Wilkins went to work in a
Sacramento ad agency. There
he wrote commercials and
worked as an account
executive.
"There are a lot of TV
executives who sit in front of
their TV sets and talent scout
from their living rooms."
Wilkins said.
KTVU
So, Oakland’s KTVU acquired Wilkins by invitation
and gave him a brand new
horror show, lock, stock and

Turkey
trot set

plays a major role in how well
he will perform on the slopes.
To help skiers on campus. the
programs is
Intramural
offering a ski conditioning
class on Monday nights at 7:30
in the Women’s Gym, Room
260. There is a $3 registration
fee.
The class is taught by Mark
Adrian, a student and ski
instructor at Bore) Ridge in the
Sierra’s. He has been a instructor for the past three years.
"The purpose of the class is
to provide a general conditioning of the muscles in the
legs and arms of the skier,"
said Adrian.
Adrian is planning a class
session to discuss how to
purchase equipment and what
to look for when buying skis,
bindings and boots.
Tonight Adrian will be
teaching a dry land ski school
for the SISU ski club, at 7:30 in

Women’s Physical Education,
room 252.
"The dry land ski school will
help the, beginning skier get
the feel of what skis actually
feel like when equipped with
boots and poles," stated
Adrian.

increasing wind
From the SISU Meteorology
Partly cloudy skies
Dept.
today with a slight chance of
some shower activity, increasing to 30 per cent by
tonight. Southerly winds will
prevail today: light in the
morning and increasing to 15
mph by this evening. Today’s
high will be 62 with thelow
tonight 53. Hymie’s pley-ometer calls for a light coat and
galoshes.

1):I On ()or 110111111N RAO
-WE SPECIALIZE IN HELPING STUDENTS Dependability
- For More Than 30 Yr,.
Licensed Mechanic On Duty 8-6
PM
We’ll Maintenance Your Car While
You Attend Class.
Rale,
Come By And See Us
Soon To Talk Over
Your Car Probiems.
e’re Here To Help
78 SO. 4TH,
SAN JOSE
SINCE 1936
Nexell’oNc%"Iturger
Eher
295 8%8

SILVA

Vets PooRK
SAN

SOUIPI IL NT It Is 11,1 11
IOSE. CALIFORNIA
I
i)011)
PHONE .10d "

Open

7

Fly 1/2 Fare To So. Calif.
4111) Yorrarnanio
rlaand
Sao Frantaco

San lem

Rain a chance;

STUDENT CAR CENTER
LATE FOR CLASS?
WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU.
(10e

Calendar

His guests may be a
researcher bound for Transylvania to seek out the
origins of the Dracula legend
or a person who claims to have
spent a past life on the planet
lupiter.
"I try to keep the phonies
away," Wilkins said. "to
separate the men from the
noise. If someone calls up and
says he’s a vampire. I say
’Fine, come down to the station
at noon tomorrow.’ If he says
okay, then I know he isn’t a
vampire, right?"
Wilkins lit a cigar, his
trademark for the show. It
jutted out of his face like a dud
torpedo stuck in a dingy.
"I’m really suprised at how
many college students are involved in films," Wilkins said,
"But I think that the best
material is coming not from
the Bay Area but from the
Stockton -Sacramento area."
He pointed out that a range
of professional movies, "from
’Queen of the Nile,’ to ’Fat
City,’ " have been made in the
Stockton -Sacramento region.
A one-time resident of that
area. Wilkins holds a degree in
marketing from Indiana
University.
Raised in a small Illinois

For only 50% of our regular
adult fare you can fly anywhere
on the Air California system.
We call it our 50-26 fare. 50%
for a 26 hour trip. Between 12
noon on Saturday and 2 P.M.
Sunday you can fly between
any two points on our route!
For reservations call Spartan
Travel Mart. 287-2070

Ornate Ceonfy-411
Dloogylood

AIR
CALI FO RN IA

EARN MONEY
TONITE

Amateur
Topless!!
$25 to 1st Prize
$15 JUST FOR EFFORT
Full awl l’arninu

opru

BRASS RAIL
760 MT.VIEW-ALVISO RD.
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How the west was won?

^

Flick betrays legends

Gail Melvin

Atkins sparks life
into local theater
By Ilan Gustina
Irwin Atkins is a very funny
man. But given a comfortable
chair and a subject he likes to
talk about, like the theater, his
serious side begins to shine
through.
His office walls depict a
spectrum of memories
represented by theater posters
and pictures of himself in
varied roles.
He is ambitious, outspoken,
and youthful and his dialogue
is consistently intertwined
with jokes and puns. reflections and impressions.
Rounding out five years as
professor of drama at San lose
State University in June. Atkins teaches acting, voice and
diction, acting for radio/TV,
television, and advanced
radio. "I love both acting and
directing." Atkins said,
explaining his enthusiasm for
ale theater.
His lively interest in comInunity theater shows in his
active participation in three
local drama groupsSaratoga
Drama Group, Actor’s
Repertory Theatre, and the
San lose Theatre Guild.
In September Atkins
directed the musical "Of Thee I
Sing" for the Saratoga Drama
Group and last month staged
"The Effects of Gamma Rays
on
Man -on -the -Moon
Marigolds" for the San lose
Theatre Guild.
He is currently directing an
educational
television
program at Santa Clara
University entitled "The History of jazz."
Atkins thinks community
theater could be serving a
much wider role than it is now.
"There is a tremendous
amount of talent in the United
States that never gets used,"
he said, "and community
theater could fill that hole if it
were handled properly."
He cited lack of support
from both the city and the
community and a lack of
publicity as some of the
problems confronting local
drama groups.
"But there are a lot of
dynamic people in local
theater," he added. "and if it is
to succeed at all these people
will make it succeed."
Also active in radio and
television. Atkins has
11 TV
appeared
in
commercials for Orchard Supply Hardware Co. and recently
did a promotional radio
program for Standard Oil Co.
in San. Francisco.
Prior to his teaching job at
SIMI. he attended the
University of Denver and
earned his masters in theater
from the University of
Minnesota, where he later

SJSU Band
to give show
on campus
Th e San lose State
University Concert Band will
perform tomorrow night at fi in
the Concert Hall. Admission is
free.
The program will include
"Fanfare for the Common
Man" by Aaron Copeland. an
original arrangement by SIISI1
graduate student Scott
Pierson of the "Star Spangled
Banner." and "Variations on
America" by Charles Ives.
Dwight Cannon, assistant
professor of music and director of the band, is currently
working on his doctorate in
theory and composition at San
Diego State University.

taught acting, directing, and
dramatic literature.
Atkins has also held
teaching jobs at New York
State University, Buffalo, and
at Foothill College.
"Sometimes my former
students turn up on television
in commercials or small
parts," said Atkins.
He identified one such
student as the front raisin in
the Raisin Bran commercial.
"It’s a funny business," he
commented, "some of the best
actors in the country are
spending their time as raisins
and bus voices in television
commercials."
"But they are earning a
lying, and a comfortable one

at that." Atkins added.
Last weekend Atkins and
one of his students. Chuck
Turchetta, opened a comedy
act at a San lose club. The
success of their endeavor will
determine what Atkins will be
doing with his spare time in
the near future.
Commenting that he "loved
learning things." Atkins said
that if all else failed he would
always consider going back to
school.
And that seemed to sum up
Irwin Atkins’ philosophy - always willing to look on the
bright side of things and
always willing to try
something new.

By Mark Heilman
Billy the Kid was an imp! A
youth waging war with his
stepfather. A full grown man
on the brink of immaturity. In
between, a staggering gunfighter. a fumbling whiskey
guzzler, a passionate virgin in
the sack with the town whore.
Michael J. Pollard, of late
from "Bonnie and Clyde" and
"Big Fauss and Little Halsey"
fame, bumbles his way
through the title role in "Dirty
Little Billy," a new film first
screened by the San Francisco
Film Festival last month.
The director’s intention was
to shred a few myths about
America’s Outlaw - - infested
West. It seems that it wasn’t
very heroic, high-falutin’ or
healthy to be alive then.
Some people lived by the
plow, others died from it: some
lived by the gun, others died
from it. Billy tried the former
occupation but found the
latter more to his liking. He
left the farm and entered the
saloon. The town, Coffe eville,
was never the same.
According to legend, Billy
made a mess out of a cattle
town but, according to the
movie, it was a mess before he
ever set boot into it.
It had just rained and Billy
had run away from home and
was brawling in the mud when
he was asked to return a
bloody knife from its resting
place in someone’s back to the
rightful owner.
Billy obliged and was drawn
into his first guilt -by -association group.
Pollard was great at playing

Guitarist
solos

Yet another member of
Fleetwood Mac has decided to
go solo.
This time it’s Danny
Kirwan, who’s been with the
Mac since the band’s second
album. He will record a solo
album.

Quadraphonic systems
aren’t worth buying now
By Frank Bruno
They say that quadraphonic
sound is the ultimate in music
listening. But who’s saying it,
besides the stereo companies?
Quadraphonic is four channel stereo which outfits
like Pioneer. Sony and Fisher
claim is the only ways person
can have sound that rivals the
concert hall.
Most experts now will admit four-channel sound has
not been developed to the
point where it is worth your
money over conventional
stereo.
Harry Schifren, a salesman
for Alco Electronics in
downtown San lose. believes
the new sound is "unreal." "It
sounds different. In the future
It might be worth buying, but
not now."
He offered Pioneer as the
best system at the present
time.
"When some of the better
companies like McIntosh start
putting it out, it will definitely
be worth it," Schifren added.
In fact Pioneeer seems to be
very popular among stereo
buffs. Paul Lanza of Sunnyvale Electronics described
Pioneer system with KLH
speakers as "the best for your
the
money." The cost of
system is $700.
A representative of Pacific
Stereo on Stevens Creek Blvd.
in San lose preferred the
Pioneer products also.
He added that even if one
has a regular stereo, it can be
adapted to quadraphonic by
the use of an adapter. These
range in price from $130 to
$150 for very good ones.
If any kind of a quality
system is going lobe bought, a
large sum of money must be
spent. At Alco in San lose the
lowest priced receiver is $269.
The highest is $550.
To itei the full extent of thc

sound, quadraphonic records
have to be used. These are in
limited quantity now and according to the Reocrd Factory.
San lose they cost about $1
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TWO SHOWS
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"THE END OF
THE ROAD"
DIRECTOR
starring

Fortunately. Billy has
someone to guide him along
the early days of his illustrious life of crime. Goldie.
played by Richard Evans. is
the unshaven father figure
Billy gloms onto. He is drunk
just enough to make a good,
temperamental. fit -throwing
outcast.
His dame, played by Lee
Purcell, puts up with a great
deal of curses, abuse and
overweight cowboys as the
town prostitute, just to stay by
his side. She offers a few
sobering moments before
giving herself to Billy as she

....RA TEBOOK

exposes how silently painful it
is to be known as a tramp.
As the two of them, Billy and
Berle. lie in bed, there are
about five minutes of perfectly
filmed, balanced acting, uncommon when two performers
share the camera. Billy makes
all sorts of facial contortions
while Berle pours out lots of
coarse, unrefined beauty.
It’s interesting to see that
modern film makers are getting so much mileage out of
depicting people at their
basest behavior, whereas centuries of writers have
previously portrayed only the
most virt mills of human ac -

lion.
A sign 01 a good movie is the
lack of awkward pauses that
interrupt the course of of film
and seem deliberately placed.
They don’t appear throughout
"Dirty Little Billy" because of
good character portrayals.
If Pollard and Evans and
Miss Purcell hadn’t acted so
well, the movie would have
fallen from a bleached.
uninspired script.
Had mediocre actors taken
their place. the movie would
have been in trouble. It was
saved, and carried forward on
the shoulders of some pretty
good character al furrs

i
South Bay
i
! rock -folk-soul

[C

BIG GIGS
Jack Bruce. formerly of Cream. Leslie West and Corky Liang
who once played for now-defunct Mountain appear at
Winterland in the City next Wednesday under the name of West,
Bruce & Liang. Tickets are $4 at all Ticket ron outlets and $4.50 at
the door. Tower of Power and Childhood’s End appear in
Harmon Gym at U.C. Berkeley tomorrow night. Tickets for the 8
p.m. show are $3. For more information call 842-4538. Boa Scaggs
and The Sons of Champlin will be at the Mann Veterans
Memorial Theatre on Sunday for two shows at 7 and 10 p.m.
Tickets are $3.50 at all Ticketron outlets and $4 at the door. Jimmie Witherspoon and The Ford Music Company will be at the
Keystone Corner in The City tonight through Sunday. There will
be three shows nightly, for more information call 781-0697.
SAN JOSE AREA
The Warehouse will present Family Pack on Friday and
Saturday. Herbie Squirrel will be at the Garlic Factory on Friday
and Saturday with L. Peters performing on Sunday. The Fog
Horn has The Mellow nri Friday with Frank Marsequerra on
Saturday.
NEAR SAN JOSE
The Bodega in Campbell will have Daily Bread on Friday and
Saturday. The Wine Cellar in Los Gatos presents Greg Harris on
Friday and Sunday with Ralph lames on Saturday. The Garret
Pruneyard will have Yankee Hill, Karen Cory and foe F
on
Friday with Maxwell, Karen Cory and foe Ferraro on Saturday
and Steve & Barbara Kritzer appearing on Sunday.

(408) 275-8374
EE 11 11 111 11 11 11 11 11 11 1/ 11 11 11 111 111

LSAT
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Ensemble to
hold concert
The San lose State
University Wind Ensemble
will perform Tuesday. Nov.
28. at 8:15 p.m. in the Concert
Hall. Admission is free.
The ensemble, composed of
selected members from the
SISU Symphonic Band, is
patterened after the Eastman
Wind Ensemble.

rii
PREPARATION FOR WINTER

STANLEY N KAPL AN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

4(3 2eteea

5.nce 1918

In Bay Area

SPAGHETTI FEED
WITH THIS COUPON
Buy One, Get One Free
$1.00 All You Can Eat
Every Wednesday 5-9 P.M.
1001 So 1st St

te

Oliegt

,maturing

FALAFIL a middle eastern sandwich
CATERING
FOR GROUPS OR PRIVATE PARTIES
J.

Phone 293-5000

515 So. 10th St.

FREE

BIKE CLINIC

3:30 (35c)
7:30 (50c)
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more than regular stereodiscs.
While the present situation
for quad isn’t that impressive,
it appears the stereo companies are gearing for afuture.

a typical Pollard role. He
didn’t deliver a line longer
than three words without
stumbling, blushing, or
gulping.
However stereotyped he
may be. Pollard gives a good
performance. Maybe it’s
because he is stereotyped that
he knows the part so well. He’s
convincingly dumb.
He’s also got the depth to
play more serious parts, as he
showed in several scenes with
his tyrannical stepfather. But
mostly he broods and mopes
around like an unliberated
housewife.

50

northern cc:Atm-11a

bicycle trips

Wed. November 15

4:30 -

6:00 pm

Sat. November 18 10:00 - 12:00 noon

ARAM AVAKIAN
JAMES EARL JONES,
STACEY KETCH

Tom Murphy, author of 50 NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA BICYCLE TRIPS will be
in our store. He will discuss and show

PRESENTED BY A.S.P.B.
IN MORRIS DAILEY AUD.

pictures of the trips in his book.
Learn about:
Selecting the proper bike

NOV. 29th -SHAFT

Bicycle maintenance and repair
Choosing necessary equipment
PLAN TO ATTEND.

in the C.U. Ballroom
40000,

HEAR THIS!!
8-TK & Cassette Auto Stero Tape Players
Stereo Speakers ( Chrome or Black Covered)
3-6-10 oz magnets
Tape Cases for Cassettes & 8-1K Tapes
Universal FM 8-1K Cartridge to fit ALL 8-TK Players
FM Converter for Your AM Auto Radio
Clean & Adjust -for 8-1K or Cassette- $6 50
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT ON ALL MERCHANDISE
WEST VALLEY RADIO INC. 2906 Scott Blvd.
On Scott Blvd & Central Expressway- lust across from Memorex
Santa Clara
244-4500
eb000mm00000mmeemmeommou

oRik94.41rt.
BOOKSELLER

30 VALLEY FAIR CENTER, SAN JOSE 248 5775
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Keith Kreeker is working on a Cessna engine

Putting your mind into the job.

Cri CU OD

Jet lab equipment
for aero students

LI

.71-jr.LAJE _
1.).

Getting ready for take off.

LL

By Tom Miller
The Aeronautics Department of San Jose State
University is adding a F-100 jet to its list of
teaching aids. The 21,000 lb., one-man plane
which NASA is turning over to the department
today. will be used as lab equipment, according
to Thomas Leonard, chairman of the aeronautics
department.
It is, to say the least, a stunning example at
how far the facility has come since its conception
in 1983.
The almost $2.000.000 lab which is part of the
School of Engineering occupies a five acre lot at
the San lose Municipal Airport. but contains
only one conventional classroom. The rest of the
building bears closer resemblance to Boeing
Aircraft as students punch time cards and hurry
to work on everything from wind tunnel
experiments to testing jet engines.
Leonard said the facility is run so much like a
shop that the cards help keep track of student
work on individual projects.
Students learn by working and this may include tearing apart jet engines, repairing bodies
of planes. or perhaps taking a few stationary
runs in the Boeing flight simulator. .
Aeronautic sophistication plays a large and
colorful role in the department with intricate
gadgets such as mockup of a light engine plane.
It can imitate and then record instrumentation
reaction of surprise air currents. The $100.000

Boeing 707 flight simulator, a recent addition to
the department. utilizes three computers to
"play tricks" on the student pilot.
For safety reasons, no flying is done at the
facility. But several aircraft, including the F-100
and a X-15 chase plane, provide an encouraging
atmosphere of professionalism and accomplishment as they stand in a state of mid repair below the high roofed hanger.
Over 500 SiSU students majoring in
aeronautics spend an average of 25 to 50 per cent
of their classroom time at the facility, according
to Leonard. The amount of time depends on their
particular area of study.
The Aeronautics Department offers two majors. a B.S. in aeronautical maintenance and one
in aeronautical operations. The latter degree is
divided into three concentrations: Flight
operations, maintenance management and administration. Leonard added that everything for
pilot training can be obtained at the department
except the actual logging in of flight hours.
The facility, surrounded by neatly clipped
lawn and canopied with the constant traffic of
the San Jose airport, sits directly across
Coleman Avenue from the Food Machinery
Corporation. The lot is uses is leased from the
city of San lose for 50 years at an annual cost of
only $2,500. and in more ways than one. SISU
has a bargain.

Photos by Mike Peth
Student tests jet engines in Lab Control Room

A student busily adjusts instruments in 707 cockpit.

Crowded classrooms for aeronautics students
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DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

Unblemished Spartans
waiting for ’play-offs’
San lose State University’s
water polo team has finished
its official season.
The last scheduled game
was played last Saturday at
Berkeley where the Spartans
out -swam. out -played and
out -lasted a relatively strong
team from UC13. The score
was 12-8.
What was most important
about the victory, however,
was the fact that it left SJSU
still undefeated, still the No. 1
team in the nation. Now, the
play-offs begin.

Ed Samuels

The Spartans have run their
string of victories to 24 over a
two season period, including
13 straight this year. Only
twice during those 16 games
was the victory string in
danger.
The two games fell on the
same day, in the Northern
California Aquatic Federation
Tournament.
TheSpartans defeated UCB
8-7, after trailing with just
1:40 remaining in the game.
Later in the day. the Spartans
defeated the Concord Aquatic

Senior star Ed Samuels:
eight years in the mold
By John B. Matthews
It all started eight years ago
for Ed Samuels.
Then an eighth -grader in
Los Altos. Ed was approached
by Await High School’s water
polo coach Art Lambert.
Since Samuels was a topnotch swimmer even then, he
was a likely candidate for the
Await water polo team. So
said Art Lambert. So agreed
Ed Samuels.
In four years at Await.
Samuels attained the
recognition of All -Northern
California for his water polo
ability and caught the eye of
San lose State University
coach Lee Walton.
"Coach Walton approached
meats swimming meet during
my senior year," said Samuels.
(Swimming on the 400 meter
freestyle relay team at Await,
Samuels was given AllAmerican honors).
"Ed has realized this year
that he can be the fine college

player he is." said Walton.
"He is as determined as any
player on the team, and a
natural team leader."
Samuels rise in the Spartan
water polo world has not been
as rapid as some, but his contribution this year to SiSU’s
undefeated season is evident.
He is the second leading
scorer on the team, behind last
year’s All-American Brad
lackson. Samuels has 29 goals
to 33 for Jackson.
And, while not scoring
himself, his incredible speed
in the water allows him togain
position on his opponent, often
causing the opposition to leave
another teammate open for an
unmolested goal.
Samuels added three assists
last week against California to
go with his three goals, to take
scoring honors for the
Spartans.
Against Fresno State and
Stanford two weeks ago.
Samuels scored six goals,

though only playing in five
quarters.
"The Cal game was his best
offensive effort of the season."
added Walton.
"If he had a weakness last
year. it was. his defensive
play." said Walton.
A more-than -occasional
starter on last year’s varsity
that finished second in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association play-offs to
UCLA. Samuels rates this
year’s edition of the Spartan
varsity considerably better.
"Last year, we had a few
players who were so talented
that when they got into the
game, they just letdown." said
Samuels.
"Thisyear, we are playing
consistent. basic, strong water
polo. A mark of a good team is
one that never plays ’down.’
Last year’s team did."
The 6-foot -3, 190 pound
blond senior is not the only

Harriers third in PCAA
rain doesn’t go away
By Ray Morrison
It rained and rained and
rained, but still the sound of
hundreds of feet
sloshing
through the mud could be
heard.
In fact, 24 hours prior to the
race, two inches of the liquid
had been deposited turning the
trail into a soil -water solution.
So went the fourth annual
Pacific Coast Athletic Association cross country championship last Saturday for the
San lose State University
harriers. who retained third
place for the fourth
consecutive year behind Long
Beach State and San Diego
State.
The Spartans copped 85
points to finish behind Long
Beach with 38 and San Diego’s
77.
Defending individual champion. Jeff Lough of Los Angeles
State, placed first with a winning time of 29:03. The leading
Spartan runner was Les
DeVoe placing sixth in 29:48,
for the 8-mile run through
Micke Grove Park in Stockton.
’’DeVoe ran one of his best
races and missed taking third
place by only six seconds,"
said Maury Greer, assistant
SJSU cross country coach. "He
improved from an eighth place
finish in last year’s PCAA
finals."

program by giving them the
competition they enjoy."
"This was our biggest meet
of the season, with all the
other competition lust as
another practice," said Greer.
"Besides after the season is
over, only the individuals
score in the PCAA meet will be
remembered."
Greer said the reasons the
Spartans lost was because of
the cold rainy weather, plus
the fast pace the leaders set in
the first two miles tiring out
the younger SJSU runners.
The harriers finished with
an 0-4 season record behind
Long Beach (3-0), San Diego
State (3-2), Fresno State (202),
IlOP (1-1). Los Angeles State

Other Spartans runners include Jim Howell. 17th.
(30:34), Rudy Krause, 19th.
(30:50). Mark Schilling 20th.
(30:58), Steve Perth, 23th.
(31:02), Robert Ebert. 32th.
(31:33) and Wayne Hurst.
35th. (31:37).
has
Beach
Long
monopolized the PCAA championships four consecutive
years with San Diego State
following close
usually
behind. The Fort y-Niner’s
harriers finished 3rd, 5th, 91 h,
10th, and 11th.
"We don’t build championship cross country teams
like Long Beach and San Diego
does year after year," said
Greer. "Instead we try to build
up our runners for the track

exactly exists, the Spartans
are "Bay Area Champions,"
too, on top of everything else.
But, the entire season will be
a loss for coach Walton and his
team, if they fail in their
professed goal, since the
season began, to be crowned
the
National
Collegiate
Athletic Association champion.
In order to reach that goal.
the Spartans must win the
PCAA play-offs this weekend
in Los Angeles just to reach the
play-offs in Albuquerque.
Their major competition
will he furnished by UCLA.
the team that defeated the
Spartans last year and a team
that has lost only one game
this year.
Coach Walton will not admit
that his team is a certainty for
the NCAA play-offs, knowing
that in tournament play.
anything can happen, even toe
team as sound as his Spartans.
But, he did order tickets in
Albuquerque three months
ago. By I.B.M.

375 So Market St
Present Student Body Card for Discount

a

i

S/urstaw toole4ppre
I. Al. thd/T.
Offer good through Fool’,

111-

50c

Arby’s Is 1\m, RAN %4!
0
50c
a

This coupon is good for 50c towards
the purchase of any sandwich.
Good through November 1 7.

RABY’S
636 No. First St., San Jose

-

Academy of
Art College
625 Sutter Strint San franosco
C. 94102 /MI 11151 573-4700

area Catalog

/Pt ,111.31001, / 500107.,.6
Covnwi.n, Jot, placonwri ,VeWan
as,416mce

Ohl English Sheepdog

REWARD

from near
Park &
Race St.

REWARD

"i1C4
GRAY BODY WHITE FACES NO TAIL CRAZY WIt:61.f.
I 1 #228455
If you’ve wen this tt,1 please help him home.

CALL: 287-1591/374-1833

-

Salomon’s S-505 won’t let go, unless...
Sensitove
enough to
absorb momentary shocka.
yet instantly
rel
when
you’ve pushed
it too far

Unless you take a turn for the worst. So, if
you’re part hotdog, go for it. Front flips are
more fun than endless parallels, anyway. Let
it all hang out ... with confidence. Salomon’s
dual independent spring system takes up the
punishing shocks of free style skiing without

If you
can drive it,we’ll
insure it for less.

pre-release. If things don’t go exactly right,
you know there’s a way out. When is really
up to you because you, program the precise
release tension into your bindings yourself.
Salomon doesn’t forget because it s memory
is never clogged by ice or snow, Go for it!

SALOMON

Ala SKI COMPANY Ssattlaillosum/Green Bay/Dower A Neu.,

No matter what you drive - from a conservative Volkswagen tot
radical hot rod - we can save you money on your car insurance
Collesw Student Insurance Service has been working with the
Auto Insurance Industry for 5 years to prove tnat college
students deserve lower rates on their car insurance. Also you can
continue your coverage after you’re out of school.
We feel that you shouldn’t have to pay more to insure your car
than you did to buy it. (Ask about our motocycle insurance tool

college stusirrtt
3

2 89-86 8 1
404 S. 3rd St
IAN., the I morolerette)

CSIS
’Lnsurartet service

50c

SPECIAL OFFER

Study at
The Professional
Art School

MISSING

or

Limited offer
Iwo 5x7 Full-Vue
photo enlargements
from any size negative

(1-4).
Only U.C. Santa Barbara.
(0-5), finished lower than the
Spartans.

DeVoe will be able to
participate along with the
other nine individual winners
at the National Collegiate
Athletic Association cross
country championships in
Houston, Nov. 27.
Greer, who finished fourth
In last years PCAA finals.
substituted for head cross
country coach Don Riggs, who
was injured in a car accident
last week.

athlete in the Samuels family.
His younger brother. Kyle, is a
senior at Await and finished
third in Northern California
last year in the 100 meter
freestyle.
And their father, William
Samuels, was a tennis pro as
well as a wrestling coach at
Cupertino High School several
years ago.
While his ultimate ambition
is to represent the United
States in the 1976 Olympics,
Samuels isn’t looking beyond
this weekend. The Spartans
fly to Los Angeles for the
PCAA tournament that will
decide
the
conference
representatives in the national
finals the first week of
(),.,

Club by the same
overtime.
Other teams did not fare as
well. San Francisco State lost
17-1. Chico State lost twice,
23-2. 17-2. University of
Pacific lost 17-3. Stanford lost
16-3, in a game that SjSU was
accused of running-down the
score. Long Beach State lost
13-4. Cal State-Fullerton lost
9-2. UC-Davis lost 19-9.
Fresno State lost 10-4 in a
game the junior varsity was
used for an entire quarter. Etc.,
etc.. etc.
Last year’s All-American
Brad Jackson leads all scorers
for the Spartans with 33 goals.
But, as if to further emphasize SJSU as a ’complete
team,’ senior John Gebers and
Ed Samuels trail Jackson by
only four goals.
Steve Spencer, the early
season scoring leader, is now
fourth on the team with 23
goals. Reserve Jaime Gonzales
Is fifth with 19 goals.
junior goalie Fred Warf, in
his first season in front of the
Spartan cage, has blocked an
astounding 73 per cent of the
opponents shots.
One can only fully appreciate that statistic when
comparing it to SISU’s scoring
The Spartans
percentage.
have converted 7 of every ten
shots taken at the opponents
net.
Coach Lee Walton, though
obviously proud of his team’s
performance this season, is
quick to point out that the
Spartans have not lost to Stanford or California, the only
two Bay Area teams that have
been nationally ranked in
three years.
So, though no such title

NEW FIATS as low as
$4800 a mo (lease)

4

J",
00

50c
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Out of the smog

UOP and San Diego
Face PCAA finale’s

(0)

A shattered image
By Hick Labash
With the Baltimore Colts in town last week to renew their
rivalry with the San Francisco 99ers, my mind was drifting

slowly back to 1956. when these same Colts invaded old Kezar
Stadium on a similar rain tattered afternoon.
Well, not exactly the same Colts.
Johnny Unitas, the greatest quarterback of them all, was the
only man who was laboring for Baltimore 16 years ago.
It was a typical year for the latter day 49ers. They usually
managed to compliment their victories with an equal amount of
losses, hardly qualifying them for any post -season championship games.
An incident took place that afternoon that forever ruined this
writer’s image of professional athletes.
The reason this ancient event even cluttered my mind is the
growing concern over today’s athletes who can’t be bothered
about their image. when all they have is visions of dollar signs
floating around their noggin.
Duane Thomas hasn’t even carried a football this season, yet
his name and picture have been in the paper as often as selfproclaimed number one football fan. Richard Nixon.
Thomas turned down $80.000 to play football for the San Diego
Chargers. A figure that would make most mortals eyes water. A
figure that most human beings never see in a lifetime. And it as
certainly more than enough for doing something as menial as
running with a football.
During the recent baseball playoffs. Vida Blue of Oakland was
unconcerned about winning the World Series.
Vida was already thinking ahead to how many sacks of dough
he could haul to the bank next year.
Blue saved the final playoff fracas against Detroit for starting
pitcher John Odom. The way the reporters gathered around Blue
in the clubhouse. one would think the oracle had risen.
Odom pitched a helluva game too, but he was doing unheard of
things like saving hello to his mother and sister back home in
Macon, Geo. on the post game interview.
This doesn’t make news.
Threaten never to swing a bat or stuff a ball through a metal
perimeter again and you can be assured of banner headlines.
Is it any wonder why the sports page resembles a carry over
from the front page’?
As I mentioned earlier, even back in 1956. when salaries were
low, we could see how little athletes cared about the people who
worship them.
We were at the tender age of 10 and attending our first 49er
football game that rainy afternoon.
The exact score escapes me, but the important thing was the
49ers had won and our contingent stormed the field to ogle our
heroes.
We had come equipped for autographs and it was a big No. 82,
Gordy Soltau. who was lumbering in our direction at a slow
Soltau handled the field goal kicking chores for the 49ers. Occasionally he was asked to play end, he was certainly no
proficient blacker.
As we stepped in front of Soltau, in hopes of his signature. I
realized a mistake had been made.
What he threw on me was spectacular.
After sailing what seemed like 10 yards, careening off another
gentleman. I was deposited face first in mud with a broken pen
and a crumbled program to show for my efforts.
Raising to one elbow, we could see Soltau strutting towards
the tunnel, as if he had kicked the game winning field goal. which
he didn’t.
Even though Lenny Moore of the enemy Colts was being
hoisted around the stadium, signing autographs and shaking
hands, it was too late.
My image of athletes was buried in the mud.
As my friends gathered around to help me up. they were
laughing. They thought the whole incident was pretty funny.
They were right. It was funny.
Imagine, worshipping a man who runs over little kids and
kicks a bag of air for a living.

All mine!

Larry Clark
Doug Kirk, goalkeeper for the U.O.P. Tigers, clutches onto
shot by Spartan Jimmy Zylker. This was one of the numerous
saves by the Tiger goalie last Friday in a game that saw the local
booters blast 46 shots at the enemy net. The Spartans are hard at
practice in preparation for Saturday’s crucial battle with U.S.F.

Women’s hockey,
volleyball roll on
Playing what imai.h Lela Calitionia Field Hockey AsWalter termed. "their best sociation.
match of the season," the
The streak goes on. SJSU’s
women’s intercollegiate field
hockey B squad zipped Stan- women’s volleyball squad
ford 2-0 in Saturday’s action showed no mercy Thursday as
on the San lose State they demolished Santa Clara
University and University of
University field.
The A’s encountered a few San Francisco.
The B’s dumped SCU 15-4.
more problems and fell 1-0 to
1 5- 1 1
while the A’s
the Cardinals.
"They were concentrating so steamrolled SFU 15-2, 15-10.
Coach Betty lane Trotter
much on the ball and as a
result, kept passing into the cleared the benches in both
matches
and the subs never let
opponent’s sticks." added the
down.
coach.
San lose has maintained
"We had a harder time than
our opponents adjusting to our their undefeated record since
own field." commented Miss last season when they capWalter on the slippery mass of tured the Nor-Cal title and an
invitation to the nationals.
mud.
University of California at
Heading into "unknown
waters" on Saturday. the A Davis travels here Thursday
squad treks to Davis to clash night at 6:30 and 7:30 in PER
with a "team we know nothing 101 in S1SU’s home finale.
Both teams sport undefeated
about." said the coach.
UC Davis has been strong in league records and hope to
the past and have several finish the season that way.
players who play on club S1SU and Berkeley were the
teams in the Northern iiniv schroirls In iiiiiiljf’ hoth A

and El learns tor the Nior-5u1
championships last season.
EC Davis will host the
California
Northern
Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference Championships
Dec. 2

Football season closes for
two Pacific Coast Athletic As-’
sociation schools this
weekend.
Pacific, which dropped a 207 decision to San Diego State
last weekend for the league
title, finishes with U.C. Davis.
While Fresno State entertains
Montana State in a revenge
game.
In other PCAA non-league
action. Long Beach State hosts
Northern Illinois, Los Angeles
State r,isits Cal State
Northridge, and San Jose State
University
journeys
to
Arizona State.
Pacific resumes its series
with Davis after a 26 -year
layoff that sees the Tigers
ahead 15-3-1. UOP sports an
8-3 record this season with
losses to only ’name’ opponents (LSLL Washington.
and San Diego State).
Fresno State will attempt ti,
break a two-game losine
streak to Montana State and
conclude 1972 play with a 7-31 mark. The Bulldogs are led
by the league’s number-one
total offense leader. John
Behrens, who averages 161 yards-per-game.
Northern Illinois will try to
even the score with PCAA opponents after dropping a 9-6
contest last weekend to Fresno
State. Long Beach State gets
the task of stopping the Huskies in preparation for next
week’s game with idle San
Diego State.
San lose State and Arizona
State collide for the 23rd time
with each school having It
victories, The Spartans have

not defeated the Sun Devils
since 1966 and must face the
school that led the decade of
the ’60’s in total points.
4
Cody Jones. SISLI’s outstanding defensive lineman, was
chosen to participate in the
East-West Shrine Game in
December at Candlestick Park
(San Francisco).
Jones, 6 -foot -6. 245 pound
tackle, is highly rated by pro
teams after recovering from a
leg injury. He is so highlyregarded by opponents that
they assign two or three

blockers to slop him.
Craig Kimball. SJSITs
quarterback, dropped to
fourth in total offense but
remains the top honcho in passing offense. The sophomore
has thrown for 1486 yards
and 13 scores but has sent 21
aerials into enemy hands,
tieing the single -season record
set by Ivan Lippi in 1969.
Chris Moyneur. the
Spartans’ glue-fingered tight
end, still trails aarunner up in
pass receiving with 40. His
four touchdowns is second
best in PCAA state.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
Students & Faculty

Just present your ASB or staff
card.
Cameras,
Projectors,
Supplies, Equipment, Developing and Printing.

San Jose Camera
245

S. First

Thanksgiving
Pilgrimag.e.
To Hawaii

PIM the Hillel Demonstration
Protestirw the Treatment of Jews
in the Soviet Union

Four Nights 965. Including...
. . round trip via Pan Am 707 from San

at an Address by the Soviet Consul

Francisco to Honolulu, 4 nights lodging at
the Reef Towers Hotel (double occupancy),
transfers from airport to hotel and hotel to
Hawaii-SJSU football game, all baggage
handling, tips and airport taxes. For more
information and reservations call John Merz
28741301 or stop by suite
Student
710 at 6th &Santa Clara.
Services
Make Thanksgiving a
West, Inc.
trip.
A student owned and operated service

Polo Alto Community Center
1 3 1 3 Newell Street
Wednesday, November

15

Come to the Jewish Student Center
441 So. 10th Street
by 6:30 p.m., for a ride.

ti t2,
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915(
Food Supplements (Instant Protein.
Vital... Vita E. Calcium etc 1
Home Ciesners (Basic H, L. etc.)
Beauty Aids (Proteinized Shampoo sic.)
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3808
PISCEAN WATERBEDS 1528 W Sin
Carlos S J. 294-1455 (Just West of
Sears) features KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted frames top quality
watermattresses from 512 5 up organic
furniture. pillows. quality 10-speeds.
soles 5 service, accessories friendly
service. righteous prices BEDS TO
REST. BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
294-1455.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
organization meets Thurs 730 PM in
memorial chapel All are welcome,
"LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
Join a collegeage BALLET class at
Eulazia School of Ballet Basic technique tor the beginning dancer Beverly
Eutrui Grant Director Phone 241.1776
if no answer 286-89’7
THE CLOTHES RACK
112 So First Street
Weans a quality Manufacturer’s Outlet of
Women’s impanel and shoes 10% discount to students, university personnel
Try us you’ll like us(
HAVE A MOSLEM? Looking tor
answers? Let Campus SO S help Call
the Spartan Deily at 277-3181 or drop by
THE MONEY SOOK 111 6160.00
TOTAL VALUE ($50.00 FOOD) FOR
ONLY $400 NOW-72 COUPONS
EXPIRES JUNE 1 1973-GET YOURS
NOW-SPARTAN BOOKSTORE. THE
MONEYBOOK GIVES YOU ONE MEAL
FREE WHEN YOU BUY YOUR SECOND
MEAL
AMER FAMILY STEAK HOUSE(3)
KY FRIED CHICKEN
ELLAS RESTAURANT
ROUND TABLE PIZZA (31
ELMATADOR RESTAURANT
PEANUTS SANDWICH SHOP
A & W ROOTBEER DRIVE-IN
SENIOR TACO
SCOTLAND FISH ’N CHIPS
ORANGE WINZIT
PEPITO’S MEXICAN FOODS
CACHITO DEL TERRE
MIKE’S HERO SANDWICHES
TACO SELL
SHELTER SALOON
LA TAXANITA (el & 102)
ARBY’s ROASTBEEF
AAAAA TAII KWON DO Korean An of
Self Defense Karate. Judo. Aikido as
taught by Master Dan Choi, 6 DAN Black
belt Develops mental and physical control. Self-confidence 8 respect All
ages-men. women & children 2 blks
from SJSU 401 E Sante Clara corner of
981St Ph 275-1533. 10 a m -10 p m
TtIRKETTROT CONING. See Penny
Terry at the College Union. Student AC
thanes 8 Intramural,
FRIDAY FUOKII"Love Story" starring All
McGrew & Ryan O’Neil Non 17 at 7 610
PM in Morris Daily Aud $1 odmisertin.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA give you the bird
Turkey Trot Nov 21 See Penny Terry at
Student Activities Intramural. in C U U
KRISHNA CONSCIOU $$$$$ has
returned to San Jose enders having free
yoga elutes and vegetarian dinners
every Sunday Daily at 7 pm between
13th and 14th Ns 620E San Sehrador St

AUTOMOTIVE
’70 HONDA SL 350. 5.100 actual miles
$500 Cali 264-2049 alter 6 P
’71 YAMAHA 350. Good transportation
Excellent condition Call after 7 PM 2778595
’67 AUSTIN MEALY 3,000 series, $2.000
or best offer 374-6603
’65 VW BUB - rebuilt rang. (receipts)
built-in bed, carpet. extra fine cond $950.
293-3180
19 BUG EYE SPRITE. Real sharp, rollbar.
hardtop, new tires, maga ker. shooks,
rebit ens $700 374-5643
’70 TRIUMPH 850CC Pert shape n
wipes S850 /offer Dave 298-0181
HONDA 71
CL 350 3.000 miles Esc.
cond matching Helmet-sissy bar-other
extras $625 Phone 255-2220
’68 HONDA 150 Scrambler See to appreciate 1375 265.3861 after 5
17 HONDA 305 cc Scrambler. ex cond
12.000 actual miles Good tires new
battery $3007offer 923-7834
114 VW Bus. Brand new engine. Tepeesdales. Best oder. 996-26/12 otter 6 PM
113 T.BIRD Good transportation car,
5200 Phone after 6 PM 258-8580
’72 1AV CAMPMOBILE. Excellent condition 6.500 miles. Standard equipment
324-4130 evenings 998-5087 day or eve
$3 895
1962 CHEVY NOVA station wagon with
electric rear window. Excellent
transponstionl $16959 Paul 926-0413
72 SPORTSTER XLCH 1.600 miles acond $1.950. 297-3000 eel 1782 or 2665625 after 5PM
17 VW DLX Microbus, sunroof, radio.
40.000 miles Clean, good tires. S1,25001
offer 736-3068 Camping setup avail

BASK, AGFA. TDK cassette tapes at
super low prices from 890 for c-60’s Custom loaded c-70’s. 90’s. & 100s. Also
avail. Micky 247-2025.
AAAAA TZ
24. Tuner -Console
w/Marantz wood case Cost $375, sell for
$180 w7warrenty 275-1249 Fine condition
"WET SUITS" and two "surfboards" 72"
surfsystem and 24" KI-OKI surfboards
medium bodyglove wetsuits
ARE YOU STILL PAYING full price for
paperbacks, Recycle features largest
selection Heaped:Nicks science fiction in
Bay Area. .4 prIce, mostly We pay 20 per
cent cover. 30 per cent trade for your
better paperbacks used records, too
Recycle 235 So tat St 286-8275 open
10-9

ADVERTISING/P.R.
Creative, self-starter needed by apt/office center builders to write own ads.
prepare promotion schedules & cl0 PR,
work Send resumes to interland attention Bill Meyers 122 Saratoga Santa Clara
95050 No phone calls please

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 350 per lb
293-2954

FULL OR PART TIME. Men & women
drivers Mon. Wed. Fri and Tues. Thurs,
Set Sun 1 00 pm to15,30 prn & 10, arn to
6 30 pm 30 per cent to 50 poor cent commission Tropical Ice Cream Co. 358 No
Montgomery St S J 297-4228 Mr.
Bennett

BLACKLITE POSTERS 51.50. PATCHES
750 8 up. INSENSE 25 STICKS 294,
PIPES $1.00 8 up, RADIOS $3.95 & up.
LEATHER GOODSE BINOCULANS
$22006 up BLACKLITE, COMPLETE.
16" 511.95. 4’ 82255 STROBE LIGHTS
S17.55. GAS GLO BULB $3.95 INDIA
PAINTS, FISH NETTING St .98 & up. TSHIRTS $2 00 EACH BROOKS 80 E. San
Fernando. 1 bill from SJSU. Phone 2920409.
THE PISCEAN 35 S 4th St (4 block
north of Library) 287-7030 Features a
complete line of heated waterbeds from
$54 pillows accessories quality 10speed imported bikes horn $63 Sales 8
Service All at righteous prices with frier,diy helpful service 287-7030 BEDS TO
REST BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
SAVE THIS AO. Before you pay retail for
stereo equip check mu. for discount
prices on Term. Sansui. Pioneer. Dual etc
We guarantee San Jose State students
the lowest prices available in the entire
bay area Coil for weekly specials 2472028
DYNACO FM-6 TUNER KIT. Unassembled, still in shipping container. Factory
guarantee 6145 Cali 338-8827 (in Ben
Lomond)

14 OPEL. Recent valves, clutch 8 tires
Runs great 3375 245-6280
119 VV/ BUG Si.150-rebit eng. extl.
interior Call 793-3041 evenings
72 HONDA CS MA, 7000 milli.
Purchased car-must sell bike 1st $600
225-2885 after 6 PM

FOR SALE
WATER BEDS -Yin Yang Water tieci Co
Since 1970 has miter beds and @coast:nes of the finest quality at the lowest
prices Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Pant Ate. Downtown San Jose 28E1263, and 24E Campbell Ave across
from West Valley College, Campbell 3761040
BICYCLES
Sales and Service
Discount on parts and Accessories to
students year round
Gene. Bicycle Barn
1186 E William St 293-7597
G.E. Portable Stereo phonograph 640
1,4 yrs old Very good condition Phone
Margo 297-0293 between 7-8 m
CLOSEOUT SALE MACRAME cord and
beads not Yi off our regular low price
BEADEE I, 19725 Stevens Creek,
Cupertino Meer Seers) 267-5886

STUDENTS earn $100 or more per week.
Year round working w7young boys on
interesting newspaper promotion
program. No exp. nec. You are trained by
experts. No invest., collections, or del.
nec. It’s easy to earn even higher income.
Over 50% at our students average more
than $100/week last year. You must have
a valid drovers license. insurance, good
running car, working hours are 3-9 PM
and 530 AM - 530 PM Set. Call now 2891091 ask for Mr. Terry.

HELP WANTED
LOVE YOUR SOBS
you become
SHAKLEE distributor
you are your own boos No quotas
no risks. Every distnbutor has
different goals 8 different approaches
The fact that our natural products
really are the finest is reflected in
our Out of Sight Sales Growth
Please make comparisons
We will an you to do little research
before we let you sponsor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN 8 MARY 406 SO 5TH 82-2973866

When

EVENINGS
AND SATURDAYS
Sell Tirne-Lilli publications from our San
Jose office Good earnings on salary and
bonus Steady work Call 298-5433 after 3
PM Dialogue Marketing 480 N tat St
San Joie
cousal GRADS WITH MASTERS
DEGREE DIGS DITCHES. Bound
familiar? When career positions are so
competitive, would it be to your advantage to lean valuable business ex
penence, self-developrnent, piths a timely
income while still in college ALIAS
CORP has a few such positions for the
right students GNI 2654739 after 5 PM
for a personal interview

MEN
18 yrs. & up Newspaper circulation No
exp nec Transportation turn Must be
available by 12 noon daily Generous
training allowance to start Call Al Benson 289-1091
NEED 20 PEOPLE full time or pert time,
no experience necessary. Will train. Cali
DON 295-5757 or 294-1038.
MEN WOMEN
WORK ON A SHIP NEXT SUMMER! No
experience required Excellent pay
Worldwide travel Perfect summer lobs,
career Send $2.00 for information
SEAFAX Box 2049-CF. Port Angeles
Washington 98632
MEN: Do you read "SCientlf lc
American?" Participate in research
interview. Call Shirley. eves. 377-4136.
FRIDAY FLICKS"Love Story" starring All
McGraw 8 Ryan O’Neil. Nov 17, 76 10
PM in Morris Dailey Aud. St edmisslon.

MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 harm with new wise carpets.
built-in kitchen. Garbage Disposal, air
conditioning, enclosed garage. pool ’4
blk SJSU, quiet four-plex. $175 Free
laundry Manager. 4815S 5th 01 298-0944
NICE FURNISHED HOUSE, 2 bdrms
S210 for 2 or $240 tor 4. Reed St. near S.
10th St. 246-3032, 287-6805
2 ROOMMATES or couple wanted to
share nice 3 bdrm house nr. Leigh &
Camden. Own rrn 5 kit pr. etc. $75/mo.
ehr. util. Cell 267-3883 after RPM Ask for
Paul.
5 2 ’drat., unfurn. Newly carpeted 8
painted. No kids or pets. Quiet. 283- E.
Reed St. crnr. 716 286-2006

FOR RENT Large 2 bdrm house. 856 S
9th St. Girls only. Call manager after 5 PM
297-8309 or drop by at 674S, 9th St. 5 1
FOR RENT, Large 2 bdrm turn. house
Girls only. Call manager after 5 PM 297E305 or drop by 674 S. 9th MI.
ROOM FOR RENT. Modern, quiet, house
in Willow Glen (Or serious student
$707mo incl util 267-3830. Nick,
PURE. HOUSE tor rent. 24 bdrm, yard,
dogs okay. 160 SO. 12th St. 226-6874.
$225.
LARGE, CARPETED, 1 DORM., turn.. apt.
2 blks. to SJSU. Perking. 538 So 556 St.
09 295-7894 afternoons.
HOUSE FOR RENT - 3 bdrm, kit, apt
opens $200 2 bdrrit , kit. apt. downstrs
Si50 Will rent single rooms to students
$70/rno 285-0185.
LARGE ROOM to share w/mals In Ivy
Hell. Good people & facilities. $55/mo.
288-1128 or 293-9814 Glenn or 2944472.
APTS, FOR RENT 18 2 bdrm. turn. 400S.
581St at corner of San Salvador Inquire
apt. clean call 294-5270.

PART TIME-earn extra money. Work
your own hours You determine how
much you make For more information
call 298-7959 evenings or weekends.

NEW ROOMS from $55/mo. across the
campus Ample parking Safe and quiet.
99 S 9th also 278S. 10th St. Phone 2958514 or 295-8526.

NEED A 4097 Sunshine Flower Co.
needs people to sell flower. 4-day wk.
Thurs -Sun Guaranteed salary p4 daily.
926-1929

ROOM with kitchen pries non-smokers 5
Blks to CSUSJ. quiet. 65/rno. Call 2573125 before noon is best tirne.

HOUSING
FREE ROOMS 110ARD to a 0/ti over 18
as a companion to a handicapped invididuai Very nice apt Cell Robert Hell at
296-3208 after 5 PM
FOR RENT
VERY Igo I 13/R Apts
Porn, w w carpets
Swim pool, roc room, $130
Studios $100
620 S 91f, St SJ
LARGE one bedroom apt 9136 in nice
old house with fireplace 5805, WREN 55

-OWN ROOM $75.00in a 2 bdrm apt in an old house,
a nice place! 590 S Sty St

SERVICES
RENT A TV OR AAAAA 0, no contract.
Free del Free mimics C1’5E60152 2612598
TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, ALSO
EDITING, IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER, CALL 244-8444
AFTER 5 MARY BRYNER.
TYPIST
Accurate. experienced, fest. Can edit
theses, papers. Neer City College. Mrs.
Aslanlan 298-4104
BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates. 588 Includes
gold & white album, 60 color prints of
your choice. full set of slides. BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra full color
83E1 O’s -S1.25 each. Staff of 20
photographers. Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide. Open sway
evening until 10 pm. For FREE Bridal
Packet call 257-3161.
AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE), WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
HAS THE BEST RATES. CALL US AT
2858881 OR STOP BY 404 S. 3RD ST.2ND FLOOR,
TYP1NG-Thesis,

General

Reports.
263-

LetteM IBM SelCtriC. PeellOnliblA

DY wants to know something.
Let the Spartan Daily’s weekly Campus
SOS. column help you. Call 277-3151,

PART TIME hostesses & cocktail welttresses. Red Baron Restaurant 923-6060
Sal on Jay, or apply In person.

1-2 FEMALES share nicely turn. apt. Own
bdrm & bath. 3 mi, from campus Avail.
Now 890. 292-9407 after 5.

1

CHOICE 1 EDAM APARTMENT
Available to responsible tenants Neer
college. Upper duo students or faculty.
$125. References required. By appointment. 294-2149.

BUSSOYS, WAITERS, SWIM. Mutt
speak Cantonese Waikiki Village Rest.
15486 Los Gatos Blvd, Los Ciatoe. 3589164.

CLEAN FURN. APTS.
620 S 3rd tReed & S 31d)
600S 9th (Reed 8 S. 9111)
480 S. 6th (Williams 8 S. 6th)
OLDIES BUT GOODIES!

MOO. FUPIN. APT. 1 bdrm. 1/2 blk frrn
campus s140. Wit & Erb. Incl, HAM No
pets Avail Nov 1st, 483 S. 7th leg. 451S,
7th 295-53452
LARGE APTS, FOR RENT. 2 bedroom 2
bath turn NOW $150 See at 508 S Ilth
St or phone 289-8045
NICE FURNISHED HOUSE, 2 bdrms.
$210 for 2 or 5240 for 4. Reed Eff. near S.
10th St 24153032.
LARGE 2 8 3 bdrm moderns clean, turn.
apts 895 S 11th St 275-1974.
LARGE 1 Bedroom apt,
I urnisherl
vow carpets
Recreation room
swim poor
620 So 9th St 9.1 $130
Studios $100
CLEAN. COMFO AAAAAA 1 SR. (urn apt
51307m0 288-7474 or 294-7332 633 S
8in St

6895
EXPERIENCED TYPING- Electric IBM
Term Paper,. These. etc Dependable
Mrs Mien 294-1313
CH AAAAA FLIGHTS
Complete domestic/international
travel program
STUDENT SERVICES WEST. INC.
Call (4081 2874240 for further Info.
TYPING TO SE DONE?
Theses, manuscript., term papers. &
general reports Fast, accurate. reliable,
and reasonable rates Call Mrs. Alice
Emmerich at 249-2884
TYPING
60 North 3rd St Apt *823
257-430T
WEDDING SELL BLUES? Cheer up with
talented musical trio We play your
mounts at ceremony or reeeption 52E0413 foe more Info
HAIRCUTSAND TRIMS. Specializing in
long hair and split ends for men and
women Only 51.00 287-2679
emit:awn your Christmas cards by
having your name Imprinted In gold 100
cards-S5 00 You supply cards Call 37101154
JOAN, PLEASE COMO HOME. Found a
greet wedding photographer for 980. 72
proofs and you keep the nags He doesn’t
pose or hassle you, Joan. You" like him
Hies at 289-1449 or 286-6658.

ANYONE WITNESSING motorcycle theft
on 9th St across from West Hall on Oct.
.:I ’please call 264-9773.

TRANSPOR TAT
FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Representative Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY. Fly at 1/3 off
with a TWA Youth Passport and take up
to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD- Call Meow for information or 298-8800 for
reservations.

11111 Student wanted who is currently
working on a farm I need help in class
project. Call Phil 295-0469.
COCKERPOO-BLACK, MALE
1 YR. OLD, LICENSED
Call 294-6577 after 6PM

-EAST AFRICA
EUROPE -I
Student flights. Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe. Russia, and Mexico. Official SOFA agent for
inter-Europeen student charter flights.
Including Middle East and Far East
Student ski tours European used car
CONTACT. ISCA.
purchase sytem
11687 San Vicente Blvd. 04, L A. Calif
90049 TEL 828-0955.

KENT NOARD-Happy 18th Birthday!
It’s a little late, but now you can note)
Love. Judy.
FRIDAY FLICKS"Loye Story" starring All
McGraw & Ryon OWNI. Nov. 17 at 7 & 10
PM In Morris Daily Aud, $1 admission.
UNWED MOTHER can’t afford to keep
kn. Mom, brown, kits are black &
have tails 8 claws. Call 258-0838.

PERSONALS

LOST & FOUND

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY 235 E. Santa Clare
Street Rm, 513 Phone 254-4492. Nantello

LOST-DOBIE/SHEP MIX. Looks exactly like a DOBERMAN 4 mo. old Call
259-4874 or 258-2694. REWARD.

WANT COMPANYMGet it every Fri. &
Sat, 8,30 pm, Nov 17 t hru Dec 2nd. Bobby
the bachelor, his girlinends 55 married,
semi-married. unmarried & remarried
cxmles play games in SJ Music
Theatre’s "Company,- the most witty &
sophisticated musical in years.
Montgomery Theatre. at Market & San
Carlos. $3.50 (Isn’t $2.50 With SB card.
Buy at door or call 286-6841, 30 E. San
Fernando Addl 500 off haat with this
ed.

RING LOST: Keepsake Diamond, Vie. N.
6th between Sento Clara 8 St. John 9-29,
Reward 295-6798

THE MONEY BOOK 111 $150.00 TOTAL
VALUE ($so.00F000) FOR ONLY $4.00
Now872 COUPONS EXPIRES JUNE1,
1973-GET YOURS NOW-SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE. GOT THE MUNCHIES?
GET YOUR MONEY BOOK AT THE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE AND GO GET
YOUR FREEBEES AND OTHER 0000
DEALS.
MCDONALD’S
DER WIENERSCHNITZELI3i
SUN ’N SOIL
ROUND TABLE PIZZA(3)
BARREL’S FISH ’N CHIPS
CAESAR’S PIZZA HOUSE
ISABEL’S DELICATESSEN
SPARTAN HOUSE
7-ELEVEN

I FOUND A COAT In the Home Ec,
Building If you lost one call me. 9982115.
LOST FRI. NIGHT, brown suede locket
In the mens locker room SIO reward Call
Chuck at 268-2586
LOST blue Adiddas sweattop Al south
campus arcs Saturday morning Reward
Call anytime 258-6658

EVERYTHING you always wanted to
know about anything but were afraid to
ask. Ask Campus S.O.S. at 277-31a1 and
see It In the Daily.
DONATE ON A regular blood Plasma
program and receive up 10540/monthly
Bring student I D or this ad and receives
bonus with your first donation HYLAND
DONOR CENTER 35 S Almaden Ave
San Jose, CA 294-8535 MONDAY THOU
FRIDAY 7 to 3 30
a-
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